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Academic Council ratifies teaching,faculty goals
by Diane Rado
stall reporter

After three weeks of discussion,
a report on academic priorities and
objectives was approved at a
meeting of the. Academic Council
yesterday.
The report will be submitted to
faculty for reactions and comments, Provost Michael R. Ferrari
said.
It is "a document that gets us off
the ground and gives us the basic
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framework for developing a budget
for next year," he said.
Issued by the Task Force on
Academic Priorities and Objectives, a Council subcommittee, the
report cites seven goals of the
University to improve the quality
of instruction available to students
and to devote attention to faculty
morale and development.
THE GOALS concern the
Library, recruitment of quality
students, salaries and benefits for

faculty, departmental operating
budgets, communication skills of
students, faculty development and
faculty expectations of students.
Council members amended two
sections of the report that concern
writing skills and faculty
development.
Although the improvement of
writing skills will be emphasized,
Council amended this section to
state that attention to reading,
listening and verbalizing skills will
not diminish.

Dr. Charles Mott of the College of
Business Administration and
chairman of the task force said, "If
we treated all skills equally it
would be a hodge-podge section
which everyone would read but not
do anything about."
THE COUNCIL also amended
the faculty development goal included in the report so that,
Ferrari said, "It will have both
thrusts in it-research and
development."

possible to keep the Library open
more hours without spending more
money on personnel."
An increase in open hours would
necessitate an increase in student
employees' hours, he said.
Mott said the intention of the goal
was "merely to extend the time for
students to study." He said the task
force believed it was possible to
extend the Library's hours without
necessarily extending its services.
continued on page 3

Falcon cagers break 'jinx' against Miami
BG rolls to 17th victory,
downs Redskins 64-61;
race remains deadlocked

Back-in parking
allowed this quarter
Melvin R. Jones, director of
University Parking Services,
has announced that beginning
Monday, and for the rest of
the quarter, drivers will be
allowed to back into parking
spaces or park with their
parking stickers not facing
the driveway in on-campus
parking lots (Lots 6,8,12 and
9).
The usual rule of drive-in
parking only has been
relaxed to allow drivers more
ease when parking during
winter weather conditions.

by Dan Firestone
sports editor

GTE to expand,
improve facilities
MARION, Ohio (AP)General Telephone Co. of
Ohio will put $88.9 million into
expansion and improvement
of its facilities throughout the
state this year, the company
has announced.
A major thrust will be to
reduce party lines.
«
Headquartered in Marion,
the company serves more
than 562,300 customers. It has
facilities in 80 counties, including Wood County,
covering about 38 percent of
Ohio's land area and 14
percent of the population.
By year's end more than 82
percent of General's
customers will be one or twoparty, compared to 44 percent
10 years ago.

weather
Mostly cloudy. High 25F
(- 4C), low 10F (-12C), 40 percent chance of precipitation.

The report, before the changes,
seemed to emphasize the importance of improving developments in research work rather
than teaching skills of faculty, Mott
said.
The amendment "achieves more
of a balance" of these two faculty
development areas, he said.
Dwight Burlingame, Dean of
Libraries, questioned the goal cited
in the report to extend the
Library's hours.
HE SAID, "I don't see how it is

stall photo by Tim Westhoven
Falcon freshman Colin Irish (32) watches at Miami's Tony Lehman (50) pulls down a rebound. Irish tallied 18 points and 11 rebounds in BO's 64-61 victory last evening.

It was far from easy, but at last it
is over.
The roar that shook Anderson
Arena last night was probably
heard all the way to Oxford, Ohio,
as 5,217 fans savored Bowling
Green's first basketball victory
over Miami since 1974, 64-61, leaving the Falcons on top of the MidAmerican Conference.
The long-awaited win snapped a
10-game losing streak to the Redskins and hopefully in the minds of
BG fans buried the dreaded
"Miami jinx" forever.
But Miami refused to go down
easily, and it wasn't until
sophomore Marcus Newbern hit a
free throw with six seconds left that
Falcon coach John Weinert donned
on his victory coat for the 200th
time in his college coaching career.
BG, 17-3, ran its winning streak to
10 games with its last loss coming
at Miami, 62-41 in overtime. It is
the longest streak since the 1962-63
Falcon team won 11 straight.
Joe Faine's spinning, two-handed
slam dunk with 1:21 left in the first
half gave BG its first lead since
Mike Miday's game-opening
basket, and sent the fans into a
frenzy leaving them on their feet
until half, where BG led 29-26.
It was a lead the Falcons would
never relinquish as they improved
their MAC record to 10-1 and their
home mark to 11-0.
Freshman Colin Irish, who led
BG with 18 points and and 11 rebounds (nine in the first half), said
he was thinking of the "Miami
Whammy" as the Redskins closed
the gap near the end.

"You bet I was. I was thinking
about last year down at Miami and
I wasn't even there," Irish said
about the Falcons' one-point loss
where Miami overcame an 11-point
lead in the final minute.
"But we just had it in our minds
to win this one," Irish said. "They
have a great defensive team. It was
very frustrating because they were
all over me when I'd pop out to get
the ball."
IRISH'S THIRD basket in the second half gave BG a 40-34 lead with
12 minutes left
The Redskins narrowed the gap
to 45-41, before Newbern stole the
ball and then connected at the other
end to put BG up by six.
Faine followed with two 20-foot
jumpers for the Falcons' biggest
lead 51-41 with 6:26 left
But the Redskins didn't allow
another BG basket after Miday hit
a layup wilth 3:12 left for a 55-46
lead.
Lenny Manning, who led all
scorers with 19 points, was responsible for nine straight points as
Miami pulled to 55-50, and the
Falcons were forced to win the
game from the line.
Irish sank two free throws,
before Rick Goins scored and Manning tipped in a shot at 1:40 to make
it 57-54.
MIDAY HIT a foul shot and
David Greer, Faine and Newbern
each dropped in a pair down the
stretch to give Miami its sixth conference loss against five wins and a
7-14 overall mark.
"I thought we played the last 25
seconds well," Weinert said. "You
have to keep the ball in the air
continued on page 8

Veterans group speaks out against draft registration
by John Lammers
new* editor

In the last couple of weeks,
University students have had to
decide where they stand on the proposed U.S. draft registration.
Most make that decision based on
what they read, and what they saw
in the movies.
But five students have made that
decision from experience. They
were drafted.
And they are against it.

THE FIVE, which collectively
call themselves Students Against
Conscription, are veterans who
organized to oppose the reinstating
of the registration and draft.
"We can supply opposing views
from first-hand experience," Chris
Bartley, a member of the group,
says. "Most students have only
second-hand experiences. What
you hear and read in the news cannot show all of conscription."
While none of the five served in
Vietnam, some went overseas and,

Bartley says, that's enough to find
out what is wrong with a military
draft.
The five, all University students,
did not form the group after President Carter's call for registration,
but it grew out of rumblings from
the U.S. House last year that the
draft was coming back.
BARTLEY believes his group is
not alone.
"I can only go by acquaintances
and what I overhear, but I get the

impression that Bowling Green has
stepped over the line against conscription.
"I believe the American public is
pacific, and the idea through
history is that we are peace-loving
people. I've got to believe we are
peace-loving," he said.
While most opponents of the draft
are labeled cowards, Bartley, 26,
says the prospect of dying is only
part of their objection to the draft.
"We're rooted in the natural concept. We have the opportunity to

SGA to inform students on semester issue
by Bart Porter
atari reporter

Changing attitudes and a general
lack of information about a change
from the present quarter system to
semesters has prompted the
Student Government Association to
start a project to inform students
about the issue.
At the SCJA meeting last night,
Or Bruce Edwards, economics
profesnor, endorsed a change to
semesters system and said he
thinks SGA should not make a
definite stand on the issue, but
should concentrate on extending
the date of the change from the set
goal of 1981-82.
"If this university wanted to

change to a semester system by '81
and allow sufficient time for
students to adjust, they should
have made a decision last
December," Edwards said.
A change to semesters cannot be
successfully accomplished by fall
1981, Ed wards said.
"DO WE WANT to make a point
against the change and make it
more painful to change or should
we go along with the change and
make it easier to accept," Mark E.
Krach, State and Community
Affairs coordinator, said.
Dirk Lohr, an SGA representative serving on the administrative committee examining
the issue, said there are many

students complaining about a
change to a semester system, but
they are not backing their opinions
with action.
"It is our job to inform the
students about the issue so a switch
won't be such a shock," Lohr said.
SGA President Michael D.
Zinicola said the group has no idea
what University student sentiments are on the issue, and SGA
should try to inform everyone
through more publicity.

committee will be apparent at
these meetings, but only if people
come and ask questions.
"There are indications that the
committee is just a big circus, and
this would be a good chance to find
out what is going on," he said.
Lohr stressed that the committee
is going to make a recommendation on the issue and that the
final decision will be made my
University President Hollis Moore
Jr.

ACCORDING to Lohr, the
committee examining the issue is
holding two public meetings Feb.
14, at 9 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.
"The effectiveness of this

"WE CANT resign ourselves
just because Dr. Moore wants it.
We have good relations with the
administration, and I'm sure we
can discuss the issue before the
decision is made," Krach said.

direct our own lives. The government has no right.
"YOU'RE DENIED your
freedom of choice, freedom of
expression-things you were
naturally given but then that state
has taken away.
"You have so much to develop.
An 18-year-old is a kid. I don't care
what you say. I was a kid when I
was 18. It's a rude awakening," he
said.
Groups like this also are call un-

patriotic, even traitorous. The
American young people have an
obligation to serve their nation, it is
said.
"Do you serve to preserve, or do
ycu serve to destroy?" Bartley
answers.
THE TALK of traitors, he said,
comes from the veterans of World
War II, who have "the idea 'What
was good for me is good for you.' I
continued on page S

Rape case withdrawn
An 18-year-old Dayton woman
who alleged she was raped last
Saturday morning will not pursue the case with campus or city
police, William Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security,
said yesterday.
The woman relayed her decision to the student she was
visiting on campus when the
alleged incident occurred, and
her friend later contacted the
police. Bess said.
The Dayton woman told police
Saturday that she was raped
about 3 a.m. in an apartment off
campus and again in the study
lounge on the third floor of

Lowry
Hall,
Quadrangle.

Founders

ALTHOUGH THE INCIDENT
occurred early Saturday morning, Bess said he was not contacted until 7:30 p.m. that day.
"A delay in the reporting
definitely hurts a rape case,"
Bess said.
Because the woman did not
receive a medical examination,
he added, the lack of physical
evidence also would affect the
outcome of the case.
"Physical evidence is the
most important part of a rape
case,"Bess said.

Who says you just can't learn anything in class?
There is a complaint going
around that students aren't learning anything in class. That's just
not true. For instance, I learned in
one of my classes that there is this
thing called the Privacy Act.
According to this law, I, or
anyone else for that matter, can
gain access to the file the government is keeping on me. I can find
out juicy, even intimate details
about my life that I just didn't
realise.
With this in mind, I went to the
Library, got out the Federal
Register (if you don't know what
that is, tough) and copied down the
procedure in getting my personal
dossier.
I SENT away for it and began to
wait. And wait and wait and wait.
Eighty-three days later it came, in
a Brinks truck. A man in an
overcoat surrounded by four other

focus
Gary Benz
men in overcoats delivered it.
I heard a knock. My mom answered the door.
"Is there a Gary Benz at home?"
"Who may I say is calling? "
" CUT THE crap, lady, and get
Benz."
Sobbing, my mother pulled me
away from "Card Sharks." I got
the door.
"Are you Gary Benz?"
"Ah, yes that's me."
"Here it is, your dos-si-er you
sent away for."
I held out my hand. He placed a
10 pound envelope in my hand.
I was shocked. I thought "How

the heck can they have so much
information on me, I'm only 20
years old." I took the document
and started to close the door. I
heard a gunshot.
"You owe 33-cents postage."
I GAVE him SO cents and told
him to keep the change.
"You trying to bribe me, son?"
"Uh.no, no."
"Here's your change. Don't let it
happen again."
I JUST had a feeling that this
was my day of reckoning. I made
myself a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich and settled back with the
document.
It read: Personal file of Gary
Davis Ben. A few typos, but the
government isn't infallable. 111
quote:
"In 1963, Mr. Ben was arrested
for income tax evasion. After

attempting to start anew, Ben gets
a job at Kmart. His progress is
swift and by early 79 he is
promoted to hardware manager.
He is now a member of the Police
Athletic League and a subscriber
to Roller Derby Quarterly.
"In 1980, Ben's mind finally
snaps. In an effort to form a voting
Moc in the upper echelon of Kmart,
he has the supervisor of stationary
murdered, thus triggering a
revolution. In the coup, six employees are killed. Ben is convicted
of murder and inciting a riot. Ben
is locked awav.
"In a mysterious accident on the
way to the prison, Ben is killed."
Shocked and dismayed, I called
the government and tried to tell
them their mistake.

earning $33 million on the invention
of the combination pizza, Ben
'forgets' to pay over $3 million in
federal taxes. Ben is convicted and
sent to a minimum security prison
somewhere in the Bayou region.
"In 1972, Ben is released. In an
effort to 'start anew' Ben forms a
combination coffeehouse and bank.
The coffeehouse Is a rousing
sucess, but the bank fails
miserably. With no insurance, Ben
files for bankruptcy. His depositors
burn him in effigy. Depressed and
deserted, Ben once again turns to a
life of crime. Ben robs a Lawson's
but is caught when he returns to the
scene of the crime complaining
that the chip-chop ham is spoiled.
Ben is convicted and placed in a
holding cell in Knoxville, for six
years.

"Hello, government, there is a
mistake in my dossier. It says I've

"1M8, Ben is released. Again

been killed but I'm still living."
"Well, my God, you think we're
always perfect. You think we can
keep track of millions and millions
of people and not make a tiny
mistake. You try it someday. Just
go ahead and try to keep track of
millions and millions of people and
not make a mistake. Go ahead, you
try.".
"I just don't like to be reading
that I'm dead."
"Listen, bucko, this isn't any
easy job. You just watch your
step."
"WHAT should I do?"
"I tell you what, you let me take
care of it."
The next day I saw that same
man in the overcoat walking up my
driveway. He was carrying a gun.
Gary Beni is editorial editor of
the News.

opinion
Taking a jab
at U.S. diplomacy
Allowing Muhammed All to represent the United
States in diplomatic negotiations is like having
festival seating at a rock concert-they both could
result in serious problems.
Ali, traveling through Africa on a U.S.-sponsored
tour to promote a boycott of the Moscow Olympics,
has made several statements that have left State
Department officials in Washington with "a little
heartburn."
President Carter, who sent Ali in hopes of gaining
international support for the boycott, has instead
taken shots from the former heavyweight champion.
Ali has publicly accused Carter of putting him on the
spot "to take the whipping over U.S. policies."
Sending Ali anywhere to represent politically the
United States is absurd. He knows little about political
issues, disagrees with U.S. diplomatic policies, and
has a long record of not knowing when to keep his
tongue in his mouth.
There is no doubt Ali is a prominent world figure.
But that prominence was gained in the boxing ring and
should not be stretched into the political arena. He is
representing a nation of 220 million people who must
take the punches as well.
Ali is a very opinionated, outspoken individual. He
tells people exactly what is on his mind, regardless of
the possible binds he may be getting himself or the
United States into. Carter should know better than to
gamble on getting a favorable comment from Ali.
The security of the world is sitting on thin ice
because of the Afghanistan situation. Competent
diplomatic relations are more essential now than ever
before.
That's too big a chance to take on an outspoken
prizefighter wearing a diplomat's robe.
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A sticky ooze slowly expanding its borders
In response to the article by Greg
Anderson, "So you want to see the
White House red ?" No, Mr. Anderson, no one wants to see you bleed.
The government is trying to save as
much blood as possible. How exactly are you looking at the crisis in
Western Asia? Is your mind so narrow that you can't see beyond today? The situation we're trying to
avoid is another world crisis, not
just the United States in Iran or the
United States against the Russians
in Afghanistan. We're fighting
against a sticky red ooze that is
slowly expanding its borders—it's
creeping ever so slowly in an attempt to satisfy its craving for
power.
This ooze is a leech—it survives
by slowly sucking the life out of the
people in its shadow. It begins by
deception, promises of a better life
to people who are so desperate for
peace and plenty that they would
innocently feed this poison to their
children.
Then it takes over their actions,
monitors their behavior, stifles
their creativity—anyone openly
against its progress wouldn't live a
minute. This ooze is trying to get its

respond,
If you would like to comment on
something in The News or anything of
student interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should be
typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and telephone
number for verification
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.
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Sara Switzer
grip on Afghanistan just as it has
done on Eastern Europe, Korea
and Vietnam. Can't you see that its
eventual goal is the whole world?
Don't be so blind as to think that
what's going on halfway around the
world doesn't affect you.
SOME OF your statements really made me wonder just where
your thoughts came from. Do you
really think that the president is
taking action in the situation just to
get a few more votes on election
day? Come on, at least be realistic;
President Carter has been through
the armed forces himself, as have
most of the people who are making
international decisions. They have
lived through enough experience to
know what war is all about.
We live a very comfortable life in
this country because our parents
and their parents before them had
the guts to fight for as. They gave
their time and some even their
lives so that you and I might have

the chance to grow up being free
and able to be ourselves and to lead
our own lives. Where would we be
latrw if they hadn't? Doesn't that
mean anything to you? If you had
grown up under Russian domination you would have gladly served
in the military—without choice.
Just bow much are we to sit back
and take? It sounds to me as If you
feel that, so maybe Iran was wrong
in taking hostages, but that doesn't
mean the United States should
retaliate. Ifs someone else over
there locked up In Iran. How much
differently would you feel if it was
your brother or uncle or friend being held prisoner?
One other point that disturbed me
in your article—you implied that
Vietnam was wrong, that we have
enough of our own problems here at
home so we should keep our nose
out of foreign affairs. So bow does
that justify the United States giving
aid in food to Cambodia, as you suggested? By aiding the starving
Cambodians we would be going
against the Communist move to
take over the country. I think that
would get us into war-like trouble
as quickly as opposing the Russians
in Afghanistan,
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Jara Switzer, 118 E. Wooster St, is
a student at the University.
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THE OTHER morning I heard
one of the British athletes training
for the Summer Olympic games being interviewed on a news program. He was urging his fellow
athletes, not just in Great Britain,
but in all of Europe, to support the
United States in a boycott of the
Olympic games in the USSR. His
reasons: the United States is a major world power, and the free world
looks to us for leadership and
should support us is opposing Communist oppression. I was Impressed to hear Ms, regardless of personal consequences, quoting John
F. Kennedy In saying, "Don't take
what your country can do for you.
Instead ask. What can I do for my
country?"
If everyone feels as you do, Mr.
Anderson, you're absolutely right
about one thing, we'll all be seeing
red some day all right. We'll be
fortunate if that red is our own
blood rather than the terrible red
ooze of Communism.
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Education clinic
offers experience
for future teachers

Piano playing more than
entertainment or hobby
by Paula Winslow
managing editor

An 185,000 clinical laboratory has been opened on the
second floor of the Education Building to help education students meet new state standards.
The clinic, which opened Jan. 7, is coordinated by
Dr. Janet Sullivan, who directed the planning and construction of the facility.
The state Board of Education adopted new teacher
education standards for Ohio in 1974 to become effective in July of this year. The new standards require
that each student have 300 clock hours of clinical andor field experience, in addition to the traditional student teaching quarter.
Sullivan say; the laboratory will be used either on a
class, small group or individual-study basis.

Some musicians might see their work
as a hobby; others see it as a form of
entertainment. But to Jerome Rose,
playing the piano is a much deeper
experience.
"No one can even begin to articulate
the myriad of thoughts, emotions,
reactions, reflections of what their
bead is doing either before a concert,
after a concert or during a concert,"
Rose, an artist in residence at the
University said.
"II Is to a real player a cathartic
experience, because it is without a
doubt a mirror of your entire existence
at a given moment," he added.
The pianist talked in his nearly
unadorned office in the Musical Arts
Center with carefully chosen words and
sweeping gestures, while surrounded
by bookcases, file cabinets, boxes of his
own publicity pamphlets and two
Steinway baby grand pianos.

"BY RESTRUCTURING courses and learning activities, grouping patterns and role responsibilities, we
can begin to actively demonstrate concepts to our
students that we have previously only been able to talk
about," she said.
The University's clinical laboratory includes a large
independent study room with 29 small booths wired for
the variety of equipment housed at the lab. There are
sound filmstrips, 16 mm movie projectors, videotape
and sound-slide equipment, variable speed tape
recorders and computer terminals.
Like card catalogs, the three computer terminals
will put the lab's resources at students' fingertips.
A student will be able to type a subject area on the
computer keyboard and receive a listing of the
materials available and its location. Sullivan said she
hopes the computer eventually will be able to pinpoint
materials that are located in places other than the lab,
such as the University Library or television station.

ALTHOUGH HIS office is simple, his
theories about music as art are loaded
with intense analogies.
"Suddenly, black dots on white paper
are lifted off paper into an architecture
of sound," Rose, 41, said. "It's like a
cathedral of sound in which you live for
a certain point of time.
"Each composition is an architectural creation."
And, according to the California
native, Just as much music is comparable to a grand church, so are the
creators of those melodies to religious
figures.

THE LABORATORY also provides a place for
students to try out their teaching skills and engage in
self-analysis through use of micro-teaching units and
videotape equipment.
The laboratory also has a number of small conference rooms equipped with electrical outlets for
group use. In addition, three classrooms near the
clinical laboratory have been renovated with
carpeting and drapes for better acoustical control and
with tables and chairs instead of the usual chair-desks.
The laboratory is open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays.

academic council
He added that there would be no
objection to increasing the
Library's staff if there was a need
to do so.
AT THE meeting, Council
members emphasized the need for
-more format communication
• between colleges and high
schoolds.

•tall photo by Tim Wetthoven
An artist in residence at the University, Jerome Rose practices
on one ol two Stelnway baby grand pianos In hie Musical Arts
Center office. Rose says the nature ol the art Is studying music
rather than playing it.

MOST PERFORMERS are closet
ministers of some kind," he said.
"Most people who perform feel they
have a mission. The stage is really a

pulpit for their message.
"Whether it's Shakespeare or
Chopin, the stage is a living world to
the performer."
Stages all over the world have served
as Rose's pulpit. He has performed at
Lincoln Center, New York; Kennedy
Center, Washington D.C.; Albert Hall,
London; and in Berlin. The University's concert halls also frequently
have been filled with the strains of
Rose's art.
Rose also has made 15 recordings of
various classical compositions, mostly
by Franz Liszt.
AT THE University, Rose's duties, in
addition to performing, include
teaching private lessons, coaching
chamber music and conducting a
repertoire class. He has been a
member of the University faculty for 17
years.
"The nature of the art is not playing
music, but studying music. The two
work simultaneously," he said. "As
you play, you study."
Not only has Rose played in several
well-known locations, but his musical
training spans nearly as many miles
and cultures.
Despite Rose's ample list of creditswhich include brilliant reviews from
The New York Times, Boston Globe,
San Francisco Examiner, London
Times, Rome D Tempo and others-he
claims his development as a musician
is far from complete.
"The more successful you become
the more you have to work," Rose
explained. He added that when
preparing for a concert, he practices at
the keyboard 4-6 hours a day.
"The most difficult thing in any
profession is not getting there (to the
top), but staying there.
"I'm still getting there."

from page 1

The need was expressed in
Council members' reactions to a
report issued by the Ohio Board of
Regents Monday.
The report stated that 24 percent
of the freshmen entering Ohio's
state universities during 1978 were
required to enroll in remedial
mathematics courses, while 14
percent were enrolled in remedial

English programs.
"There are very excellent high
school teachers who are surprised
to see that some of their best
students do not do so excellently on
our English tests and want to know
why," Dr. Trevor Phillips,
professor of Education Foundation
and Inquiry, said.
"HIGH SCHOOL teachers may

Resume Typeset t ing
352-3538

value working with us to try to help
their students to make the transition" to a college program, he
added.
Also at the meeting, Ferrari
announced the possibility that the
University may acquire a chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa, an honorary
society, on campus.
Phi Beta Kappa "tends to have a

reputation among the most
prestigious
honoraries
for
students," he said, "and we are
bound and determined to get this
chapter on campus."
The University will be visited by
the honorary next winter or spring
as part of a two-step application
process, Ferrari said.

Council also must submit a
detailed report to Phi Beta Kappa
by October 1980, he added.
The report should outline areas
such as curriculum, policy and
adequacy of facilities at the
University in addition to the other
criteria necessary for application,
Ferrari said.
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briefs

Asian crises discussed by panel

Cancer program to be held

'Women and Draft' forum set

A mint-health fair titled "What's New in Cancer,"
will be sponsored from 3-6 p.m. today in the Forum
of the Student Services Building. Several stations
will be set up featuring displays and experts on
various aspects of cancer.
Topics at the stations include: throat cancer; the
dangers of smoking; nutrition and the prevention of
cancer; the importance of check-ups, examinations
and rehabilitation of moral support for cancer
patients; what is being accomplished in cancer
research, and career opportunities in cancer and
volunteer services. A cancer film also will be
shown. Several University faculty members and
other local persons will participate in the program.
The event, sponsored by the Public Education
Committee of the Wood County Unit of the
American Cancer Society, is free and public.

An open discussion a^out Women and the Draft
will be held at 7:30 p.m. today in 212 Hayes Hall.
Sponsored by Women for Women, the event is free
and public.

Weaving, Painting exhibit open
An exhibit of weaving by Rodney R. Myers and
paintings by Steve Frushour is open now through
Feb. 29 in the Mileti Alumni Center Gallery. Myers
is working toward a master of fine arts degree in
weaving at the University and Frushour Is a
graduate of the Fort Wayne School of Fine Arts.
The display is open from 8 a jn. to 6 p.m. weekdays
and is free and public.

Black Student Union to meet
Washington Semester

There will be a Black Student Union meeting at
7:30 p.m. today in the Amanl, Commons. Constitution revisions and the election process will be
discussed. Also applications for officers are due at
the meeting, which is free and pubic.

The University Division of General Studies is
accepting applications for the 1980 Washington
Semester program this fall geared to allow
qualified students to study U.S. government in
action. The program Is a cooperative arrangement
between the University and American University in
Washington D.C. and includes a seminar, individual research project and internship. Information and application forms are available from
the University Division, 231 Administration Bldg.
Application deadline is March 7. -

Dating Game sign-ups taken
Sign-ups now are being taken in the Union
Activities Office, third floor Union, for UAO's
Dating Game, to be held Feb. 13. For information
call UAO at 372-2343.

'Friends of The Link1 hope to improve
community's outlook on mental health
by Kilhy Coll

The bonds between The Link and
the
community
may
be
strengthened by the formation of a
new organization: the Friends of
The Link.
The Friends of The Link hope to
give the community a more
positive outlook on mental health
by taking over some of The Link's
public relations work, Marylee
Boland, organizer of the Friends of
The Link, says.
The Link is in trouble because It
cannot find enough persons who
are willing to donate so much of
their time to counseling, and it does
not have time to do as much public
relations as needed, Boland added

to support The Link and they care
enough about what we are doing to
have that kind of relationship,"
Gage said.

Don Gage, executive director of
The Link said The Link does not
have a public relations problem.
He sees the Friends of The Link
putting on workshops, raising
funds and soliciting students for
The Link.
"WE ANTICIPATE more
students at the University finding
out about The Link, and some will
become active members of it and
develop more interest in becoming
a counselor because of the Friends
of The Link," Gage explained.
"The prime thing is to provide a
less intense possibility to become
involved with The link.
"Students who are Involved feel
that they want to do what they can

"We would like to hit on the
group that can't be counselors or
students who are interested in any
field of mental health, gerontology,
sociology and criminology,"
Boland said.
"The Friends of The Link Is not a
University-sponsored
organization, but it did grow out of
a need," Boland said.
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DR. EDWARD L. SHUCK JR.,
director of international programs
and professor of political science,
summarized American foreign
policy and its political position by
stating that one of the U.S.
operating techniques is "playing
our cards at all times to avoid extremism and violence."
Shuck emphasized the U.S.
adherence to maintenance of the
"rules of the game" to avoid great
confusion and disruption.
He added the United States is
committed to "slowness of change
in order to preserve the status quo,
which is satisfying to us."

IN ADDITION, the Soviets viewed Afghanistan as a weak transitional area, and that made them
susceptible to Soviet forces, he
said
Eriksen said the Soviets are not
afraid to modify their plans and
decisions. But they are not
bothered by public repercussions
such as those which have recently
come into play.
The Soviets view the disintergratton of capitalism as inevitable,

FAMTLVOR
HEALTH
PROBLEMS?
For confidential
guidance, call the
Community Chest
Information &
Referral Center
at 244-3728
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World political and military
events involving the United States,
the Soviet Union and Iran have
been the topic of considerable
discussion in the last three month*
and last night was no exception.
A panel discussion, sponsored by
the World Student Association, the
political science department and
the office of International student
programs, offered three differing
insights into the western asian
crisis.
Dr. John G. Erikaen, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences and
professor of political science, examined the Soviet Union's position
and perceptions in the political
sphere.
According to Eriksen, the Russians are opportunists, which partially explains the recent invasion
of Afghanistan. They base their
decisions on results of trial and error, and the socialist ideology,
which allows them flexibility in
their foreign policy, he said

The first meeting of the Friends
of The Link will be Feb. 18 at 7:30
p.m. in the Union's Faculty
Lounge.

*** COLONIAL OWES

Erikaen said, adding that the eventual takeover is the goal and "all
other actions are zigs and sags to
achieve this goal."
Eriksen also commented that
U.S. decisions, such as the grain
embargo, had little effect on the
Soviets. The embargo is not a longterm issue that is likely to cause
problems for the Russians, and
atttwigh an Olympic boycott might
"sting" the Soviet pride, Eriksen
said, their "social and economic
mandate Is more important than
the Olympic games."

by Denis* Safcal
staff reporter
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Schuck also spoke on the third attempt by the Soviets to bring a
"puppet" into the Afghanistan
government, explaining mat it is an
attempt to contain the political
organization in the government of
Afghanistan and in the people's
party. But he added that recent
rumors suggest this third "puppet"
is on the verge of being thrown out
of office.

SCHUCK concluded by saying,
"We must try to ride with what is
going on and keep up economic
pressure on Russia and Iran."
"But, we've got to try to keep a
little coolness," he added. "We
most certainly will not be
blackmailed. The U.S. cannot succumb to the blackmail used by the
people in Tehren. That would cause
a further decay in the "rules of the
game."
Dr. Benjamin Muego, visiting
professor of political science, then
shed light on third world perceptions and reactions.
Muego summed up response of
the third world developing or less
developed countries-as "mixed."
HE EXPLAINED it by citing
voting patterns in the United Nations which indicate that while
some countries support the United
States and its decision, most are
either opposed or decline to take a
stance.
He cited specific cases such as
Mexico refusing to readmit the
deposed shah of Iran into its country, yet Egypt has offered asylum.
In addition, only eleven third world
countries support the U.S. boycott
of the Moscow Olympics.
Muego said the third world looks
at Iran and Afghanistan crisis as
both legal and political issues.
And although they are in concensus that the taking of the hostages
by militants is a blatant violation of
international law, politically their
views differ.
Many of the countries sympathize with the Iranians' struggles
to be free of control, he explained.
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The basics:
by Miry Dennemiller
staff raporler

College students are doing more remedial work in
English and mathematics in order to reach collegelevel standards.
But the way this remedial work is handled by
various state-assisted institutions differs from university to university.
Consequently, statistics released this week in a
report by the Ohio Board of Regents on enrollments in
remedial math and English courses by entering
freshmen need to be explained more fully.
For example, figures in the report cite Miami
University as having 0 percent enrollment in remedial
English and math classes, which is true because
Miami'does not offer remedial courses.
IT HANDLES remedial work in English, math and
reading through a skills center which alleviates the
need for remedial courses, Saundra Schuster, director
of Educational Development, said yesterday
While students-referred to the center by professors-are taking regular classes, they also work individually on the problem area to supplement the information
they already have, she said.
Services provided by the center are free to students,
and although they do not receive credit for their work,
"they are consistently coming back," Schuster emphasized.
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State universities differ in approach to remedial work
The increased interest in improving English skills
stems from articles which began appearing in
magazines and newspapers about three years ago and
which have been titled "Why Johnny Can't Write," she
said.
THEY CREATED a greater awareness that these
skills needed to be brought to a competitve level for
college, she added.
Schuster explained that a greater emphasis has been
placed on the need for some basic math in areas of
business and for entrance to professional programs or
graduate school.
The number of students taking advantage of the
center has greatly increased since it was started, she
added.
During the 1978-79 fall semester, 133 students made
use of the center of English skills for a total of 530 appointments. Last fall semester, persons in the center
met with 180 students and made 1,350 contacts,
Schuster said.

This is an example of a "very significant statistical
distortion," state Rep. Larry H. Christman
(D-Englewood), vice chairman of the House Education Committee, said.
He said that the statistics do not include remediation
in English or math that is handled other than through
corses.

Roark believes there are three reasons for offering
many remedial courses at OSU:
•the open admissions policy;
•a serious commitment to help, students succeed,
and
•the number of technical and professional programs
offered at OSU.

DR. ELAINE HAIRSTON, assistant to the
chancellor, said yesterday that the figures in the
report are conservative.
"There's more going on in universities (concerning
remediation) than listed in that report," she said.
She explained that the Regents wanted information
regarding the courses considered to be primarily or
solely below college-level work, regardless of funding.
In the report, results were on both ends of the spectrum in terms of percentages.

"I DOUBT the mix of students at OSU is different
than other schools having the open admissions policy,"
he said.
The difference between percentages of the 12 institutions in the Regents report also demands on whether
the university has a full-fledged remediation program
or is set up on a prerequisite structure where a student
might be required to take a remedial class before getting into the math or English sequence, Roark said.
Christman supported Roark's position saying that
the Regents report does not evaluate the math or
English programs or reveal the high school requirements for the two subjects and how much exposure each student had to them.

WHILE MIAMI had 0 percent in the English and
math column, Ohio State Un viersity reportedly had 51
percent of its 1978 entering freshmen taking a
remedial math course.
OSU offers two five-hour remedial English courses
and three five-hour math courses, according to Terry
Roark, OSU associate provost
He said that at OSU they are finding students who
cannot do math problems because they took no or few
math courses in high school.

THE CENTER has been helping students with math
since winter semester of 1979. During that semester,
125 students made 700 appointments. Last fall, 358
students polished their math skills in 1,800 appointments.
She said the center's work is not considered
remedial, and that this information was not used in the
Regents report.

RSA plans 'suite' dorms
The Resident Student Association is
planning a "Living-Learning Hall"-a
residence hall restructured to give it a
suite-type atmosphere.
Laurie Huffman, chairman of the
Living-Learning Hall committee said at
Tuesday's RSA meeting that the hall
would be co-ed and would be managed as
a residence hall but would have features
of apartments.
Besides a hall council, student
representatives from the hall would be
sent to meetings of the Residence
Advisor Board and the Maintenance
Board to learn how to manage a
residence hall.
According to the plan, the hail would
be set up with rooms for men at one end
of the hall and rooms for women at the
other end with separate restroom
facilities. Huffman noted that the room
size would not change, but restroom
facilities would have to be built.
THE PROGRAM follows RSA's objective of "taking a responsible lead in
living and promoting better living
conditions," Huffman said.

draft

think the most significant contribution
the Vietnam veterans can make is to say,
What was good for me isn't necessarily
good for you.'"
"It (his service) was needless. Absolutely needless. I knew the evils of the
military, and I didn't think I had to experience those evils."
Bartley also said the draft is not needed because the need for ground troops is
obsolete. The next U.S. war, he said, will
be a guerilla action or a "push button
war."
"You look at the world today, and the
theory of conventional war is not a reality. Conventional warfare would never
work; it wouldn't be allowed by the international community," he said.
THAT MAKES the draft, he says, "an
option not even necessary."
The goal of Student Against Conscription, Bartley says, is to affect change
through the political system. The 1960s
and early 1970s taught them that violent
protest wasn't the answer, he said.
The group also draws no lines between
registration and an actual draft.
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RSA also announced it will hold a
Programming Workshop Feb. 24. The
program is designed to increase
awareness of hall council representatives, according to Paul Jones,
chairman of the Workshop Committee.
"It offers them techniques that they
can pick up for their councils," Jones
said.
The program will be held in three hour
long sessions. At each session there will
be three meetings to choose from
dealing with such topics as alcohol
awareness, human relations and increasing attendance at hall meetings.
In other activity, RSA also is planning
Residence Hall Week, April 21-28, as part
of Residence Hall Month. The slogan for
the week is "We do it for the hall of it."

Go Ahead, put your own system together.
Choose your speakers, your turntable, your
electronics. And we'll match it with a great low
price!

YAMAHA

Activities will include passing out
balloons in front of the Union, holding a
campus-wide "Ugly RA" contest,
sponsoring a Residence Hail Week
theme at Happy Hours and publicizing
the Union Activities Organization's local
talent at its Coffee House.

from page 1

"It's still a preeminent possibility that
the war machine can be cranked up that
much faster," he said.
Bartley said he's not expecting a wave
of public opinion to follow them tomorrow. In fact, he says, his and similar
groups will have little effect on the bill
sent Into Congress.
"BUT WE will be heard. There is
dissupport for the idea. I think you're going to see a gradual buildup. This is just
a stepping stone.
"I think you're seeing the birth of a
child. Berkeley, Columbia, U of M
(Michigan) have organized an anticonscription movement. We hope we can
clarify that there are students against
conscription.
"There has to be leadership...There
can be a lot of individual frustration but
if we can organize and get the wheels turning...,"
Bartley said he thinks his group can
provide that leadership. That's one
reason why it has changed its name from
Veterans Against Conscription.

Roark hopes the investigation into remediation increases the awareness of parents and high school
students.
If a student waits to take math in college, it will cost
extra time and money "that they wouldn't otherwise
want to spend," be said.
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elsewhere,
New Iranian president
denounces militants

Violence' continues
to rip penitentiary in
Santa Fe outburst
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) •Inmates set fires and flooded cells
in a new round of violence at the
riot-torn New Mexico State
Penitentiary, and officials said
yesterday they were trying to
expedite the transfer of hardcore
criminals out of state.
No injuries were reported in the
Tuesday night outburst, which
began after maximum-security
prisoners were moved back into a
ceUblock.
Gov. Bruce King's news
secretary, Jill Marron, said the
group involved in the flare-up
included men belived to be
ringleaders in the 36-hour weekend
uprising that left at least 36 inmates dead at the state's only
maximum-security prison.
"THEY SET mattresses, paper
and blankets on fire," she said.
"Officers entered the cellblocks to
extinguish the fires and bring the
situation under control."
The violence was the first since

By Tha Associated Pratt

Iran's new president, taking on the U.S. Embassy militants directly
for the first time, attacked them as lawless "dictators" yesterday after
they engineered the arrest of a government minister as an alleged ally
of the CIA.
President Abolhassan Bani-Sadr's bitter denunciation of the Moslem
militants may set up a showdown between them and his emerging
government that could affect the fate of the approximately SO
Americans the militants have held hostage at the Tehran embassy for
96 days.
Iranian leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini and his Revolutionary
Council have accepted a U.N. plan for an inquiry into the ex-shah's
regime that American officials hope will lead to the release of the

National Guardsmen and a Santa
Fe police special weapons team
moved into the penitentiary
Sunday to take back control from
the prisoners.
State Liquor Director Jim Baca,
a spokesman for the prison, termed
the latest disturbance "minor."
Hundreds of prisoners who had
spent three nights huddled in
blankets on a prison recreation
yard were back inside the
penitentiary Wednesday, with the
"exception of the blacks who
elected to stay out," Baca said.
"THE BLACKS will be housed in
an annex," Baca said. "It is my
understanding that quite a few of
them will be moved to other
prisons."
Officials have said that much of
the violence during the reign of
terror was directed at informants,
but Dr. Marc Orner, the prison
psychologist, said racial tensions
also were involved.

But the Iranians continued to make conflicting statements yesterday
about whether and when the hostages would be freed.
IN ANOTHER development, 49 Americans sympathetic to the embassy militants' cause arrived in Tehran but were being detained at the
airport because of confusion over their entry visas.
The government official arrested was the minister of national
guidance and information, Nasser Minachi.
The militants alleged in a national television broadcast Tuesday
evening that documents they found in the embassy showed that
Minachi had "close links with the CIA." The minister, who denied the
charges, was arrested by militia-like revolutionary guards at his home
at about midnight
Banl-Sadr denounced the arrest as unauthorized by the state prosecutor, and assailed the state radio-televsion system for giving air
time to the militants without prior government approval.
It was the strongest attack yet on the militants by Bani-Sadr, who has
taken over as head of the Revolutionary council, which will be dissolved after parliamentary elections scheduled for March.

AP Photo
Iran's new president, Abolhassan Banl-Sadr, took on the Moslem
militants holding the American hostages lor the first time yesterday.

Soviets cite Chinese training of Moslem rebels
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviets
claimed yesterday that Chinese
"advisors" are in Afghanistan
alongside Moslem rebels.
"Thousands" of the anticommunist rebels, the Soviets added, are receiving training in base
camps in China for their fight
against the Mosco-backed Afghan
government
The Soviet news agency Tass
said the Chinese often accompany

Afghan rebels across the frontier
into Afghanistan, which shares a
small border in the northeast with
China as well as a large northern
border with the Soviet Union.
"We have facts indicating that
Chinese 'advisors' and 'instructors'
often accompany their 'charges' on
their bandit raids so as to show in
practice the methods of struggle
against the Afghan revolution,"
Tass said in a dispatch from Kabul,

the Afghan capital. An estimated
85,000 Soviet troops have been in
Afghanistan since late December
following the execution of former
Afghan leader Hafizullah Amin,
who was replaced with Sovietbacked President Babrak Karmal.
The United States, China, and a
host of Western allies and Third
World nations have condemned the
Soviet intervention.
India's Foreign Secretary R.D.

PUZZLED OVER WORLD POLITICAL
EVENTS?
HOOK INTO ONE OF THESE COURSES <*
FOR ANSWERS.

Sathe assured Pakistani President
Mohammad Zia Ulhaq that India
will try to persuade Moscow to
withdraw its troops from
Afghanistan, Indian Journalists
reported from Islamabad.
They quoted Sathe as saying the
message would be conveyed when
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko arrives in New Delhi next
week for talks with Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi. She has said the in-

r
i

te-vention was unjustified but has
refrained from condemning it
President Zia, whose country
also borders Afghanistan, suggested an international peace force
should replace the Soviet troops.
In reply to a question from
visiting Indian Journalists, Zia said
the force would allow Afghans to
decide their own issues without
foreign interference.
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ADIDAS "STARS"
NIKE' SHOES
ALL WILSON SHOES
ALL CONVERSE SHOES
ALL WARM-UP SUITS
WINTER OUTER WEAR
ALL GLOVES ft MITTENS
TIMBERLAND BOOTS

20% Off
30% OfF
40% OfF
30% OfF
50% OfF
20% OfF
30% OfF
20% Off
30% OfF

k * ALL BASEBALL CLOTHING30% Off
^ • BLACK RAQUETBALLS
so% OFF

f-rZ

y* RAQUETBALLS

Congratulations!

« good for 400 to 600 hours ploy

'4.00 Off

CLEARANCE
SALE

5* ALL ADIDAS SHOES

Arts and Craft Supplies at the
Wooster Bazaar

b.

20% OFF

PolntwMI (bluo & graan)

^ * ALL HOCKEY EQUIPMENT 30% OFF
HEIAAETS

WHAT CAN YOU DRAW FROM THE WELL?"
PoopU, Pampklru and Program! U Promote
Hrattkier LijeatyUt on a personal or group basu.

WHO CAN GO TO "THE WELL?"

Jon Berger
Jim Rentner
David Lurz
Gary Yanochko
Jim Mariano

natural topphiro) <* good for about
•0 hour*-A PRANSTKHl Dkvnon Tap-

L WOOSTER ST.

S ON ALL SPORTING GOODS
j AND CLOTHES IN STOCK

Associate Dealer

New Actives

tun. urn t

COMPLETE INVENTORY

AMERICAN HANDICRAFT

Russ Lissuzzo
Bill Baker
Mark Chenetski
John Weals

record- from furwior domog*.

Tho Wo of o noodU tip ton bott bo

Givo. Soil Portormoneot

Beta Theta Pi Announces
Winter Pledges

Modi. -Oo it NOW to pro*et your procious

HOW OLD B WJR NEM£?

PHONOOMAfH NEEDLES

Resume Typesetting
.'352-3538

thta

inoVerm that you na«d to raptor* your worn
LaoMhk. TDM
warn Pomi OltMrlt Mutir
Oimwn Record Groovf

DIAMOND

POLS 372: Contemporary World Politics - Shuck MTRF 2 12:30
POLS 423: Comparative Public Admin - J. Merriam MTRF 12:30
POLS 452: Political Violence & Revol - Kocis TR 2:304:30
POls 470: Soviet Foreign Policy - Ballis MW 5:30-7:30
POLS 471: Issues in International Develop - Braveboy-Wagner MW 2:30-4:30
POLS 571: Seminar International Relations - Braveboy-Wagner T 5:30-9:30

325 E. Wooster

The rebels are facing a severe
shortage of arms and ammunition,
according to Italy's largest daily,
Milan's Corriere della Sera.

WARNING'

POLS 351: Western European Politics - Krauter TWRF 11:30
f
POLS 354: Government & Polit of Soviet Union - Ballis MW 2:30-4:30

■to

He also termed as "incorrect"
and "a matter of propaganda"
Soviet charges that the Moslem
rebels are launching forays into
Afghan territory from bases in
Pakistan.

"Tkr W.U" it for you. tkr iludrnu and II m> It
troiard Valor rtily Poor Hrollh idtuort mad tdurotori.

WHERE IS "THE WELL?"
"Tkr Writ" u locolrd ia Room 310 *n tkr tttoad floor
•/ Ikr Vaiornitj Hrallk Srroim Baildiag.

Drop in and Browse or Call: 372-0302
FREE!
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I

STICKS
Mo. Koho

Northland 1 wm W*H

GLOVES & PADS
National i Wtnn W.ll

Just Shako it
and Ut It Fall Into Ptoc«.
inn Precision Haircut.
—J y°u' "Md '» unique. ItM way your hair
grow*- it equally unique. Raally quit, different
from awry on* etaa'a.
Praelaior. hakcuttlng I. • technique (or
cutting the hak in harmony with the way It
»ro»a. Your hak eventually grow* out but It
ooaanl lots its ahapa with a praclalon haircut
Coneequently your haircut will look aa good
alter five day. as It doe. altar (rva mlnutee. And
because tha hak lain naturaHy Into placa you
wont have to kaap fue.lng with it. Uaually a
shake of the heed doe* It.
At Command Performance we than, A
praclalon-cut and blow dry your hak lor (ourtaan
dollare, whathar you're a gal or a guy. And no
appolntmanlaaraavarnacaaaary.
,,??> m,*°M°"m Pwmanani wave., coloring,
taming and conditioning. Bui wa raally thin.
with praclalon. And ao will you.

Jttatoff.
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Ohio not only contributor to acid rain, officials say
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Although Ohio environmental officials admitted yesterday the state
contributed to the problem of "acid
rain," they said other states pour
even more sulfur dioxide into the
air.
"We are not trying to minimize
the problem," James F. McAvoy,
director of the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency told a House
committee looking into the problem.
"But we do have to have a
reasoned approach and not expect
quick solutions to this," he added.

Earlier, McAvoy read a statement from Gov. James A. Rhodes
in which he said, "Blaming Ohio
for the add rain problem is like
blaming Florida for hurricanes."
The statement was addressed to
the House Energy and Environment Committee.

Acid rain occurs when sulfur
and nitrogen oxides in the air are
converted into acids, which fall to
the ground in rain or snow.
It is blamed for leaving hundreds
of lakes in the Northeast virtually
lifeless, Charlie Smith of the
federal environmental protection
agency's Chicago office, said.

SIX Northeastern states recently
asked for federal help to stop acid
rain transported by the wind from
the south and west
They were especially critical of
Ohio for burning high sulfur coal
for power plants.

IT ALSO "corrodes buildings and
rusts cars," Smith said.
But it is a worldwide problem not
confined to Ohio, she added.
Other states in the region
generate six times as much sulfur

'It's always something'

Roseannadanna creates a star
FORT LEE, N.J.(AP)Dear RoseAnn Roseannadanna,
Did you ever live in New Jersey?
Do you ever get collect calls at 3
a.m.?
Do you ever have people stare at
you when you sign a check?
What am I doing in New Jersey
anyway? What should I do?
Signed, Mr. Richard Feder, Fort
Lee, New Jersey.
"Dear Mr. Feder,
"Whadda you doin' livin' in NEW
JERSEY anyway?..."
Or so the frizzy-haired Miss
Roseannadanna is likely to respond
before launching into a rambling,
mindless monologue that has little
to do with early morning phone

X

calls or New Jersey.
Letters from the troubled Mr.
Feder are a regular item on an
NBC-TV "Saturday Night Live"
segment devoted to the popular
consumer affairs reporter played
by Gilda Radner.
AND RICHARD FEDER is a
real person who really lives in Fort
Lee. Only he doesn't write the
letters.
"I can't write. I have trouble
talking on the phone," he says.
The real Feder is vice president
of a Mahwah textile printing plant
and lives with his wife, Francine,
and daughters, Dara, 2, and
Jessica, 1, in a Fort Lee high-rise.
His new-found popularity makes
him uncomfortable, he says, but of

No. 1
MANAGEMENT

course, most people don't
recognize him.
"Sometimes people just stare at
me. It's a terrible feeling. One time
when I was a kid in school, I read a
book report with my fly open. So
now when people stare at me that's
the first place I look."
FEDER ROSE TO stardom one
Saturday, when his brother-in-law,
Alan Zweibel, a writer for the
show, told him to watch that night.
"The first time I heard my name,
I looked at my wife," Feder
recalled. "I was debating whether
to go under the chair or feel good
about it. So I decided to feel good
about it."
Feder now gets calls from all
over the country.

•Take
stock K^\
uiAnierica.:

Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies

dioxide as Ohio.she contended.
McAvoy said the most recent
state figures show 3.4 million
metric tons of sulfur dioxide emmissions were generated by Ohio
and 2.9 million by Pennsylvania.
HE AND federal officials at the
hearing agreed there was a need
for additional research.
The direct cause of add rain "is a
little bit difficult to establish right
now," but studies show sulfur and
nitrous oxides are contributors, he
added.

9 a.m. • 10 p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

Resume Typesetting
352-3538

Ph. 352-9378 at
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in Feb.

Thanks for a good time Friday
night. The Phi Mu's.

LOST * FOUND
Lost women's glasses last Fall
qtr. Plastic frames with wire
orm piece. Call Use 2 S17L
Seiko's men's digital wristwatch. Lost Jan. 19, men's locker
room Rec Ctr. Large Reward!
CAM H15) 1770222 collect. Will
describe. No Questions.
Found silver bracelet Son. on
Troup 51 Call Denisc at 35? 4431
Found let black kitten wearing
red colar with iingle bells, in
vicinity ot WBGU-TV. Call

RIDES
Help: Rid* needed to NYC.
Baltimore or Washington DC
area any weekend. Will help pay
gas & share driving. Pam

W'lff,
SERVICES OFFERED
Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs. Bring Us Your
Reports. Indexes. Manuals,
Forms. Programs, Bulletins And
Resumes. 41 Type Faces
Available. Call The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper: 332-1510.
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates.

3JB7305.

Urrytt2 1M7
Pregnancy Aid ft. Understanding.
EMPA 353 5051 & 217 4639
(local).
S356.00

weekly

Guaranteed.

Work 2 hours dally at home
(SI71.0O for one-hour dally) Free
brochure. W.P.B. 175 Harrison
Ave. B»Y Columbus. Ohio 43215
Birth control, test for pregnancy.
VD, early abortion at Toledo
Medical Services. Call 1419)
243-3179 for an apot.
BERNIE'S WRECKER SERVICE. 123 E. COURT ST. BOWLING GREEN. CALL 352-4949.
AFTER 5:00 449 5011.
PERSONALS

Be Sure and Reserve
Yours Before it is too Late!
Most Utilities are Paid.
2 Swimming Pools
3 Laundramats.
On Premise Management.
One & two bedroom-Furnished
and Unfurnished,

Mike Kenny The SAE'S would
march all the way to Cripple
Creek to hear you sing. So you
know we'll be in the Coffee House
tonight to char vou onl
Good Luck SAE Phil Miller &
ZBT Dan Clay In the Bathing
Beauty voting. Love, your DG
coaches.
Sally Happy B-Day! Hop* It's a
oral onal Your Phi Psl III'. Man.
Must-Check sale at Locker
oom. 20- 50% savmea.
(The Fabulous Frequency Finder
out looking for WFAL
isteners. Listen » win T Shirts,

llnniri > Hill II
Pam, I sure was excited to hear
about your Alpha Chi Omega
Theta Chi lavallerlng. Congrats!
Love, your big. PS. Thanks for
the ohon* call I
Congratulations for going active
fall quarter pledges. Ham, BUI,
Ron, Terry. Cralg, Dan. Dale,
Mark, Jim, Joel, Rick J , Mike,
John. Ron. B . 8. Dave. We think
you are the greatest! Love, the
fall quarter Goldenheart pledge

am
SAE Sls's: Looking forward to a
great time Thursday night. Hope

vtPt of Rvtfl, Wir |g go,
SAE't. Phi Mu's are ready to
party with you Thursday-Get
ready for a great warm-up. Love,
The PHI Mirt.
SUSAN: Lll' Me A Phi Bear too.
Just want to say Howdy Doo For
tonight you'll have tons of fun. as
you go hunt for your paddie.
RUN. RUN. RUNIII
The Brothers of SAE are looking
forward to being with the KD's
this Friday night. We're looking
for a good time.
Dearett Littles. Todays the day
for fun ft, game's when we will
show you we're some crazy
dames. We're ready tor your
"little" stunt & "we will survive"
the Paddle Hunt. DZ love. Your
Bigs Donna, CR. val. Michele A

tuta,
Happy 19th B'DAY Carol Merol
from Mom Jerl I. Sitters Lite.
Bonnie a. Tammy.
A Mult Check sale al Locker
Raaan. 30-50% savhftl
GIVE A VALENTINE TO SOMEONE SPECIALI COMB TO
104 UNIVERSITY HALL AND
PLACE YOUR AD ON THE BO
NEWS VALENTINE PAOEII
HURRYIt THE DEADLINE IS
PH. nth, *m *M- PHLY M.00
RESUME'
TYPESETTING

353-3531.
Phi Mus are psyched for the DG
Anchor Splash! Get ready swim
flUTtl
Congratulations to the new active
Alpha Sigma Phi Lll' Sisses.
We're glad to have you with us.
Lovt, Alpha Sig Ul' Slttti,
Come on out to vote for the best
male bodies on campus, today
from 10-5. Delta GammaMcDonalds Anchor Splash
bathing beauty contestants in the
Union Foyer. Check 'em cull I
The Brothers of Beta Theta PI
would like to congratulate Scott
Jefttrt on being elected IFC
jwrttyy,
Thanks to the Panhel Exec.
Board of 1979-10. Your accomplishments were a great way
to start a new decade. Best
Wlsntt » m 111
Sherrl. congratulations on your
Sigma Chi Alpha XI lavalierlng.

It was an attempt "to try to get
ahead of the issue...so we can make
some intelligent decisions down the
road," he said.

S. Hunter, can we please work on
my comptextion this weekend,
I'll lend you my blowdryer In
return! L.I.P. Sandra.
Kappa Sigs. we came early, we
stayed late, how could the tea
have been anything but great

Paddles A Letters at American
Handicrafts. 325 E. Wooster
Who hat the best III tit program?
Beta's Do!!! Rush Beta Lll Sis!
Tonight 7:30 to 9:30 at the house.
it's a Western hoe down with a
live band so grab your cowboy
hat A. coma on over! For rides
call Mary 352 1109, Cathy 372 6644
Of AAtrv Alsn 373-4774.
Alpha Dells, Come on girls, find
your sweethearts. If s lest than a
week until the St. Valentine'!
Day Semi-Formal, what could be
more fun than a night of champagne ft, loyal
Randy Reardon, are you sure you
want to put up with 2 social deviants such as S. Hunter t> Sandra at your HOME? Think about

it
UAO is looking for card dealers
for their Mardl Grat Casino
Anyone Interested can call the
Mardl Grat Hotllne.372-2430. The
Madhatter Mardl Grat it Com-

Inoll
No snow for skiing, so why not
roller skate! I Wntr. Rates. II hr.
DJ Shoot, Inc.
Betty: Get ptyched for the pad
die hunt ft, lots of fun- 'cuz your
little has plans to keep you on the
runl P.S. Wear your tennis
shoes! W ha a a a a! DZ love, Ann.
Get Psyched SAE Swimmers
Win The Anchor SplgWi.
Delt Basketball teams have done
it again with double vlctorlet!
Fantastic I Lll S)tm
We didn't know as the candle
went by, that It would be Pam
lavallered to a Theta Chi. Congratulations Pam & Tim on your
AX Theta Chi lavallerlng! The

ftXU,
Signup now tor the BG Dating
Game In the UAO Office till Mon
day. Contestants will meet their
dates Wednesday, February thir

toonth.
Attention:
OFFENHAUER
WEST, open your doors for the
Fabulous Frequency Finder.
Today win the WFAL 400 AM.
Dear Mommy. Good Luck to you
& the Forensic Team at O.U.
Lovt. th« little red headed girl.
WANTED
1 F. to tublet apt Spr. Qtr. will
negotiate rent. 352 4990 after

fcS,
2 F. rmtet. needed Spr. Nonsmokers please. Forrest Apts.
3J3S4W,
1 F. rmte. needed! Close to campus. S294 qtr. Incld. all util. Call

I P. rmte. needed to sublet apt.
for Spr. qtr. Good roommates.
Call 352 7740

Kirk's
Coin
Laundry
It
ECONOMICAL * CONVENIENTII 7t9 S MAIN

We buy gold 1 silver! Wooster
Baiaar 325 E. Wooster 352 '400

I'm such a lucky monkey to have
friends like you. Congratulations.
Tina A Michelle! Love, Zippy.

Formal was a night to remember
especially for Sue ft Cameron.
Congratulations on your AXKappa Sig engagement. Love,
The AXS

WHO'S YOUR VALENTINE?
PLACE AN AD FOR SOMEONE
SPECIAL ON THE "BG NEWS
VALENTINE
PAGED"
DEADLINE IS FEB. 1ITH. 4:00
PM. ONLY 13.101 MURR Y!

Crystal Gayle, Congrats on your
DG Beta (Cot.) pinning. OT
JRGH etc...eat your hearts out.
L.I.T.B. SSS

Hey Bigs! Jill, Paula, Michelle,
Judy, Linda G , Kathy, Linda S ,
Wear your tennies ft, bring your
ID'S, get psyched for the pad
dlehunt! Love, your lit' DZ's!

Delt Lll Sltttt are thinking
"That's Italian!" See you for din
ner tonlttl

SUMMER ROOMMATES!! 3-3
M or F Fum. hse. Cheap, own
rooms avail. 714 E. Wooster.
1120430,

Denlse, congratulations on wlnn
ing the position of secretary of
Panhel. We sure are proud of
you. Love, your Alpha Delt

drink some beer, but too much
booze ft, you'll lose your shoes. A.
your coat, ft, your contacts...or
you lust might lose it GO FOR
ITI Forry, Base, Kaminskas ft,
Ingraham Inc.

Customized T Shirts. Jerseys ft.
Sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity ft,
sorority. Low Cost. Fast
Ptllvory. C1I Tim at 3S7S471.

Best 9> 1-uc.k, km »*1,
Tomorrow Is your last chance to
surprise someone special by
ordering a Valentine's Day Car
nation! Orders being taken in
Univ. Hall from 10:00-5:00. Free
delivery an cam—t.

tgm 19V «H "mis
DU's 1> TKE't. w* took a few
spills, but we had plenty of
thrills! Let's do It again
sometime soon. The Phi Mu's.

MARY "TOP" TOFLIFF Happy
20th Birthday Thetlmeishcreto

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Hours 9 to 5 - Evenings by
Appointment. Phone 352-9135
Open Sat. Feb. 9th 10:00 to 3:00

ivm. J90I * Kf MY,
Alpha Sig Basketball Teams we
want you to know that we are
behind you all the way. "Go For
It" Low. Your Lll' Slssos

Delta Tau Delta would like to
congratulate Phil Kazer on being
elected the new IFC vice Preti

Sound Machine has music for
every type of party. Auditions
available in our studio. Call

Renting for Summer and Fall

Spllsn Spiasn In a flash we will
win the Anchor Solash Go tor It
SAE'S, KD'S, ZBT'sft, ZTA's.

AEPI Jungle Party Feb. It. N.E.
Commons torn. GO BANANAS!

meono special? Personal portraits or posters any subject.
Very reasonable rates. Call Mike
Kehpe 353 MB,

Terrace
North & South

Neophyte Wendy, the tins* It
near when you can hold Zeta
dear as an active sister of ZTA. H
S, K's Debbie Rjggj,

3541743.

Want something special lor so

ft

BUT RHODES' statement drew
criticism from two committee
members.
"I have a little problem
understanding how a statement
like the one you've read contributes
to the understanding of a very com-

plex problem," Rep. Eugene
Branstool (D-Utica) told McAvoy.
"Scapegoating" is not an answer
to the problem, Rep. Edward J.
Hughes, D-Mentor, said, "but I
don't think name calling is a solution, either."
Committee Chairman Thomas P.
Gilmartin (D-Youngstown) said he
scheduled the session "not to promote or debate" the problem.

classified

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

Rhodes blasted those who point to
Ohio as the source of the problem.
"Ohio is the target of a scurrilous
attack by no growth environmental
extremists in the Bast who are crying doom under scare tactic
headlines such as 'Death in the
Sky,'" his statement said.

Slsfltt

_

Charlie Brown, You blockhead!
Last night was Spaghetti Special
at Pagllal's South, 945 S. Main, A
you forgot to ask me to go! You
idiot Spaghetti A garlic bread
from 11 to 9 Wednesday SI SO 1
you forgot all about it! You better
remember it next week, or else.
Sincerely, Lucy.
The Betas would like to »y
thanks to the sisters of Alpha
Delta PI & the Pi Kappa Phi for a
very crazy tea last Friday.
PADDLES A LETTERS AT
AMERICAN HANDICRAFTS
32S E. WOOSTER.
Phi Mu's Tonight's the night A
the SAE'S are ready willing A
able, to thrill you with a garden
of unearthly delights.
Are you ready to take the
plunge? The DG's are more than
ready for our 3rd Annual Anchor
Splash. See you there!

352 4361.

Help! Need I rmte. tor ton yr. to
live oft campus. Non-smokers
please. Call Joe 373-1041.

F. rmte. Spr. Qtr Close to campus. Cheap! 352 1300.
1 F. rmte. needed for Spr. Qtr.
too mo. access to pool. Call
Meianie 354-1031
RESUME'
TYPESETTING
353 3531.
I F. rmtt. Spr. Qtr. Prefer
serious student Pay SI 13.50 to
share 1 bdrm. apt. across from
campus. 353 4007
M. veteran wishes a sleeping
room or effic. apt. for Spr. Qtr.
0011 school yr. Call Frank
353 4703

HELP WANTED
Employment Available. JuneSept. Kitchen, bartenders,
housekeeping, bike shop, dining
room, front desk. Write Iroquoit
Hotel, Mackinac Island, Mich
49757 lor an application.
Walk or Jog For Money. A couple
ot afternoons each month. 3 or 4
hours for about 115.00 Get In
shape and earn money. Sand
resume of 25 words or lest to Stu
dent Pott, P.O. Box 672. Bowling
Orajiri.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE. A
national company, the leader in
Ifs specialized market, has an
immediate opening for a collegeeducated self-starter in the Bowling Green area. Excellent opportunity for a college senior to
begin part time A work toward a
full-time career In sales or
management. Company paid
training in Dallas. Teiat *
outstanding Income potential.
For Interview send detailed
resume to Mr. Kinder, PO Box

inn tllimlHi "*" *M*e.
Married
couple
to
bo
houseparents for a group home
for retarded boys near Oak Her
bor. CAM 023 3062.
RESUME'
TYPESETTING
352 3530.
volunteer to drive blind teacher
from BG to Toledo once a week
for 5:X pm appointment. Call
collect. Slaht Canter 1341 1113.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year
round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia. Etc. All Fields.
550011200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info
Write: UC, Box 52-10. corona Del
Ytfi Ct, ffBf 1
Applications being accepted tor
secretary-receptionist & cleaning people. VJM Temporaries.

mtmS3 70/Thou sand for envelopes you
mall. Postage Paid. Free. WPB
175 Harrison Ave. BIZ Columbus,
Ohlo452JA
FOR SALE
Seasoned hardwood firewood. S40
truckload. 6143719, after 7:30
EDi
Advertise Your unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Commission Only If Your Item Sells.
Call 153-3539. 75,000 Readers
Weekly!
1973 Dodge Van. Air, crulte, 4
bucket sears, double bunk-bed
Great for camping. Good condi
tion. si.200 Call 074 2664 alter
Som
valentine gifts: hand-made, per
sonalized, red satin pillows, 3
sites available. Bowling Pin
Clown Dolls A monkey Dolls
choice ol colors. Order early
Will ttll». 649-9473.

FOR RENT
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONED, FULLY
CARPETED, CABLE VISION,
EFFICIENCY ft, LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER ft, FALL. 4SI
THURSTIN AVE. 352 5435
3 bdrm. house Sept. 15. M Mk.
from campus. Vary clean. Call
tiler Sprn, M-Wlt.
174 Sixth Street, 3 bedroom
modern apartments, fully fur
nlshed, now renting for fall. *9e0
a quarter plus electric. Pleate
rail Newlove Really al 352 5163
Campus Manor now renting lor
summer. Special ratet. AC. Ph.
353 9302 or 352-7301 ovot.
One vacancy, dole, room, Male,
3rd qtr. Private entrance. Kit
chen, dote to university Alto
renting for summer, tall of 1910.

352-B343.
House avail for Spr. Qtr. 4
students. 1125 per student each
mo plus util Call 353 5410 after 5

Cheap

Fum. eflic apt. for subls. Green
view Apis Call Dan 354 1353 S304
mo vtil includ.

1 or 2 M or F rmtes. for I bdrm.
apt. for Fall qtr
Call John
352 7609.

Furn. apt. 531 E. Merry near Of
lenhauer Towers. 4 Femalet 105
mo. each. 9 mo. lease John
Newlove Real Estate, 153 6553

1 F. rmte. for Spr. qtr
rent. Call 352 4027.

IF rmte for Wtr. 1 Spr qtrs
Own room in house. Call Loit
372 0109 1, 352 3071
F. rmte needed now S77 mo. A
util
Wtr
1 Spr
qtrs Call
Sue 353 3473
Rmte Spring 09 420' 11. Summit
mil. Own bdrm. Call Dan

357 4724
F. rmte

Spr

Qtr. Own bdrm .

close to campus, only SOS mo
House, util low, call 354 1441
M rmte for Spr Qtr S93 mo ft,
elec Cable TV A indoor swim
pool Call Jim all}} Olfr,

House, 133 Manvllle, Femalet.
Stove A refrig. turn. June 15,
1900 June 5. 1911 SSOO mo John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6553.
Furn nse 772 (th St. 4 F VS70 mo.
each June 15. 1910 June IS, 1911
John newlove Real Ettate
352 6553.
2 bdrm
357 3663

furn

apt. 774 6th St

Houses, apts. A rooms
Summer A Fall rentals
Ph 353 7365
3 bdrm. apts. for 4 students Near
campus. Ph 152 7365
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sports,
200th career win

Weinert happy? You bet
When John Weinert put on his
coat near the end of last night's
victory over Miami, he was
signalling more than the end of the
10-game Redskin winning streak
over BG. He was also marking the
200th performance of his ritual his 200th collegiate victory.
And was he happy? You bet he
was.
"I'm extremely happy," he said.
"I saw signs like 'No. 200' and 'Best
Coach In The MAC That's
touching.
"Does it mean something to me?
You're damn right. The day it
doesn't, I'll get out of coaching."
WEINERT GOT into collegiate
coaching in 1966 at Ripon College in
Wisconsin. Six years, 76 wins and
55 losses later, he was at St.
Joseph's in Rensselear, Indiana.
Weinert's four teams at St. Joe's
compiled a 72-39 record (a .648
percentage) and also captured the
NCAA Division II Midwest
Regional title in 1974.
Taking over the BG program in
1976, Weinert turned the team from
9-18 in his first season to 14-13 last
season. His present team is 17-3
and he said his 52nd win against 49
losses here was important in the
Mid-American Conference race.
"It means a lot to me for two
reasons - one, it was against a fine
team like Miami and two, it kept us
on top," he said. "I sat home and
thought about all the things I could

sideline
Pat Kennedy
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say if this moment ever came, but
now I can't think of a thing."
WEINERT HAD also never
beaten Miami and he said media
allusions to a "whammy" did not
affect his thinking.
"I never talked to our players
about the whammy or the 200th
win," he said, "though I think the
whammy has a positive affect - it
affects the team in the upperhand.
That team may come in thinking
they have the game won.
"The only time I thought about it
was last year (at Oxford) when
they made the shot from threequarters court and Duane Gray,
who was 11th or 12th in the nation in
free throw shooting, missed those
shots at the end. Any one (of the
shots) would have won the game
for us."
For the fans at BG, the win was
"well-planned" because it ended
the Miami drought and kept the
Falcons tied for the MAC lead. For
John Weinert it was a milestone.
Congratulations are in order to
Weinert and an MAC championship
would be a nice ending to his best
year yet at Bowling Green.

win
because you're playing the clock.
"I just can't say enough about
this team. We did it with something
the stat sheet doesn't show - hustle
and heart.
"They (Miami) did the best of
any team we've played of taking
away what we wanted to do offensively and defensively. But by the
same token I thought we did the
same to them."
Miami coach Dan-ell Hedric
agreed, and said, "I thought they
def ensed us well. We got hurt on the
one-on-one game - Irish hurt us.
We got a little impatient on offense.
"They (BG) are playing together
and they are well coached."
HEDRIC SAID he never thought
about the winning streak.
"That's something we let BG
worry about," he said. "That
wasn't on our minds. It's basically
a psych job for Bowling Green."

from p- <• 1

Faine, who finished with 16
points, said he was bothered in the
first half by the flu that kept him
out of practice Tuesday.
"I felt bad in the first half," he
said. "But I got my second wind in
the second half and Coach Weinert
said I could go as long as I could. It
was a pretty fast paced game.
"We've got some big games
ahead of us. This crowd was just
great. If we play like we can, we
just can't get beat here. Their reaction after that slam was really
nice."
MIAMI (61)
Manning 8 3 19. Goins 6 2 u. Lehman 2-2 »,
TubOs 3 0 4. Dunn 7 2 16. Watklns 0-2 2. Llsath
10-2. Totals: 26-«-ol.
BOWLING GREEN (Ml
Fain* 7 2 16. Irish 7 4 11. Mlday 4-4-12.
Barnes 7 0 4. Newbern 2-4-8. Greer 0-2-2.
Kopyslynsky 2-0-4. Totals: 24-16-64.
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Versatility:
Kern per strives to win
gymnastics triple crown
by Ken Koppal
staff reporter

Baseball's triple crown groups
the three top offensive
categories into a single award.'
To earn this honor reflects upon
an athlete's versatility.
Gymnastics, unlike baseball,
is not divided into an offensive
and defensive contest. Yet, the
performer still strives to
achieve the pinnacle of success
that shows versatility.
Bowling Green sophomore
Karin Kemper is currently
working towards becoming her
team's most versatile performer.
In eight meets this season,
Kemper has finished among the
top three in the all-around
competition six times.
The score for the all-around Is
tabulated by adding together the
marks of four events-the vault,
uneven bars, beam and floor. It
is a gifted athlete who is capable
of executing four well-rehearsed
routines and winning all-around
category.
Aside from being able to
handle the four exercises,
Kemper also performs consistently. Her all-around scores
have stayed within the 31.5-32.5
range, enough to win that
competition three times.
"She never seems to have a
real bad day," BG coach
Charles Simpson remarked
about Kemper. "She is consistently turning in good
scores."
It's no accident that the
elementary education major is
being awarded high scores.
Gymnastics have been a part of
Kemper's life for the last 13
years.
"I'VE BEEN In gymnastics
since I was seven years old,"
Kemper said. "It's become part
of my life. Some girlfriends back
home got me interested in it and
I took a course in acrobatics.
■"From there I went to the
YMCA and joined the gymnastics team. I competed there
until ninth grade, then competed
my freshman year in high school
until I was a senior."

The constant hard work of
Kemper also paid off in high
school as she captured the allaround title in 27 of 28 high
school meets, winning three
consecutive high school sectional all-around titles.
These performances earned
her recognition that was
parlayed into scholarship offers
from Indiana State, Alabama
and Indiana, however, Kemper
chose BG because she "liked
Coach," a decision neither she
nor Simpson regret.
"She's a top-notch gymnast as
far as I'm concerned," Simpson
said. "Naturally, she's talented.
She works real hard and has
tremendous desire. She's got a
lot of potential that hasn't been
touched on yet."
That potential is beginning to
surface as Kemper has
dramatically raised her scores
from last season.
"Last year when I came in,
Coach (Simpson) had to work
with me a lot," Kemper said.
"College competition was all
new to me. It was a lot more
dedication and hard work than
high school was."
Kemper has now adjusted to
what is expected of her or the
collegiate level.
"I WORK hard at what I do,"
she said. "I like to compete so
it's not like a job. The one thing I
have going for me is consistency. All through high school
my coach depended on me for
my consistency.
"That's important because in
competition, it's hard to depend
on certain people under
pressure.
"My favorite event is the
balance beam," said Kemper,
who will next compete Saturday
at Miami. "It always has been.
It's a challenge for me. It's the
hardest of all events."
Kemper has rolled up two first
places and one second on the
beam and one first place and a
second on the floor this year.
"She'll probably disagree with
me, but she's not afraid,"
Simpson said. "When she has to
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Karin Kemper
do it, she goes for it, and in
gymnastics, that's very important."
"This year my routines are a
lot more difficult in some
aspects," the one-year letter
winner said. "Coach has helped
me tremendously on everything,

especially my bars. I wouldn't
have learned half the things if it
wasn't for my confidence in his
spotting ability.
"There's always a doubt in
your mind, but you don't think
about it. I try not to worry about
things that I might not make."

Falcon, Western icers battle for CCHA playoff spot
by Dave Lswandowski
assistant sports editor

Which team has more incentive,
Bowling Green or Western
Michigan?
The Falcons enter this weekend's
hockey series at the Ice Arena with
a 5-7 Central Collegiate Hockey
Association record and in fourth
place in the league. The Broncos
are one game behind BG with a 4-8
league mark. The top four teams in
the CCHA make the playoffs.
Northern Michigan leads the
CCHA at 11-1 while Ohio State
has a 9-3 mark. Ferris State occupies third place with a 6-6 record.
Ferris entertains NMU this
weekend and if the Bulldogs are
swept by Northern and BG sweeps
Western, the Falcons could move
into third spot. If WMU sweeps two
and the Bulldogs lose two, both
teams would be tied for third.

"THIS IS a very pivotal series
for us," BG coach Jerry York said.
"It gets redundant to say it but
there is no other way to phrase it. I
think both of our clubs are equal in
talent and I think both our teams
are better than Ferris."
Last week BG split a series with
Ferris, losing the first game 6-1
and coming back to win Saturday,
6-4. Western split a series with
Lake Superior, losing 6-1 and
winning 9-5.
The Broncos had 27 shots on
LSSC goalie Murray Skinner in the
first period of Friday's game but
only scored once. WMU outshot the
Lakers 53-28 in the game. In the
second game, WMU's Kevin Scott
scored four goals, tying a school
record.
BG and the Broncos split a series
earlier in the season at Kalamazoo
with Western winning the first
game 4-3 and BG coming back to

win the second contest 6-4.
Western coach Glen Weller said
that with only six league games left
after this weekend, this series is a
' 'must win" for his team if they are
to have a chance to make the
playoffs.
"To a certain degree we're back
at the same point we were a week
ago and that makes this a very
important series," Weller said.
"The hard part it going into their
arena, especially since we've
played all but one of our games in
the last month on the road."
WMU HAS home series left with
Ohio State and Northern and a
home-away series with Ferris. The
Falcons go on the road the next two
weeks for series against Northern
and Lake Superior before returning home to finish the regular
season against OSU.
York said he will stick with the
same lines that played in

Tuttle 's free throw sinks Miami
by Rob Bouklssen
staff reporter

How sweet it is!
Just when it really counted with
a state tournament berth at stake,
against a team that has won five in
a row and who has been the only
Ohio team to defeat Ohio State
since 1971, and in front of their
biggest crowd this season, Bowling
Green's women's basketball team
defeated Miami, 57-53, last night at
Anderson Arena.
Falcon center Chris Tuttle, after
having set out most of the second
half, came in and took control
when, with one minute left in the
game, hit the front end of a oneand-one to put BG up 54-53.
MIAMI'S Carol Bruning was then
fouled but missed her shot in the
bonus with 42 seconds left. The
Redskins were 17 of 20 from the line
with two of those misses coming in

the crucial final seasons.
On the rebound, Tuttle was
fouled and this time she hit both
pressure-packed free throws to pad
the Falcon's margin.
Miami's leading scorer, Mary
Ann Meyers with 17, was then
fouled, and with 18 seconds
remaining, missed her only
free throw out of six on the night.
BG's
Deanne
Knoblauch
followed with an insurance free
throw to ice the victory for BG, its
fifth, and most important,in 20
games.
THIS WAS a big win for us," an
elated BG coach Kathy Bole said.
"We had a little trouble finding the
basket in the first half (36 percent),
but we played well overall at both
endsofthecotrt."
The statistics prove Bole's
statement true as BG forced Miami
into 28 turnovers and a dismal 31
percent from the field.

aSaM

The Falcon's also outrebounded
Miami, 48-38, led by substitute
center Sue Pokelsek's 15 rebounds,
Sue Cowman's 12 apdTuttle's 10.
"Pokelsek is one of our tallest
players, but she is one of the first
players to go on the floor for a loose
ball," Bole said.
OTHERS contributing to the
victory were sharpshooter Melissa
Chase, who had 15 points, and
Richter, who added 14.
The game, which was tied 10
times, greatly enhanced BG's
chance to be invited to the state
tournament. Bole said, since the
Falcon's record is not that impressive.
"They look at your record and
the competition you play against,"
she said. "Our record obviously
isn't that impressive, but we've
played a tough schedule."

atMBatt

Tuesday's 5-4 win over the Polish
Olympic team. Yves Pelland will
center Chris Guertin and Brian
MacLellan while Don McLaughlin
will be at center for George
McPhee and Tom Newton. Brian
Hills, Tim Alexander and Andy
Crowther will form another line
while Kim Collins, Doug Olson and
Derek Arzoomanian are another
combination.
"THE LINES seem to be
stabilizing," York said. "Donny
McLaughlin has added spark to his
line and Brian MacLellan had a

good game Tuesday against the
Poles."
York said Steve Dawe will miss
the series, still being bothered with
a shoulder Injury. Defenseman
Ron Megan is questionable for the
series after injuring his leg in last
Saturday's pre-game warm-ups.
Wally Charko will get the call in
the nets for Friday's game with
Mike David scheduled for the
second game. Charko has a 4.72
goals against average. David has a
4.00 average.
Ross Fitzpatrick leads the

Broncos in scoring with 22 goals
and 27 assists for 49 points. Terry
Olson is second with 17 goals and 28
assists for 45 points.
WMU goaltender Steve Abbott
has a 5.64 goals against average in
the CCHA while teammate Jim
Doyle has a 4.14 g.a.a. in the
league.
Hills leads the Falcons in scoring
with 13 goals and 13 assists for 26
points after a two goal, two assist
series against FSC. Alexander and
Pelland have 25 points, both with 11
goals and 14 assists.

THE WELL" IS OPEN!
NOW. WHY NOT JOIN OUR
STAFF & BECOME
A PEER ADVISOR?
YOU CAN DO SO BY TAKING:

Peer counselingThe well"
HCS440
4 credits
Time: 6:00-10:00 p.m
Wednesday
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sports
200th career win

Weinert happy? You bet
When John Weinert put on his
coat near the end of last night's
victory over Miami, he was
signalling more than the end of the
10-game Redskin winning streak
over BG. He was also marking the
200th performance of his ritual his 200th collegiate victory.
And was he happy? You bet he
was.
"I'm extremely happy," he said.
"I saw signs like 'No. 200' and 'Best
Coach In The MAC. That's
touching.
"Does it mean something to me?
You're damn right. The day it
doesn't, I'll get out of coaching."
WEINERT GOT into collegiate
coaching in 1966 at Ripon College in
Wisconsin. Six years, 76 wins and
55 losses later, he was at St.
Joseph's in Rcnsselear, Indiana.
Weinert's four teams at St. Joe's
compiled a 72-39 record (a .648
percentage) and also captured the
NCAA Division II Midwest
Regional title in 1974.
Taking over the BG program in
1976, Weinert turned the team from
9-18 in his first season to 14-13 last
season. His present team is 17-3
and he said his 52nd win against 49
losses here was important in the
Mid-American Conference race.
"It means a lot to me for two
reasons - one, it was against a fine
team like Miami and two, it kept us
on top," he said. "I sat home and
thought about all the things I could

sideline
Pat Kennedy
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say if this moment ever came, but
now I can't think of a thing."
WEINERT HAD also never
beaten Miami and he said media
allusions to a "whammy" did not
affect his thinking.
"I never talked to our players
about the whammy or the 200th
win," he said, "though I think the
whammy has a positive affect - it
affects the team in the upperhand.
That team may come in thinking
they have the game won.
"The only time I thought about it
was last year (at Oxford) when,
they made the shot from threequarters court and Duane Gray,
who was 11th or 12th in the nation in
free throw shooting, missed those
shots at the end. Any one (of the
shots) would have won the game
for us."
For the fans at BG, the win was
"well-planned" because it ended
the Miami drought and kept the
Falcons tied for the MAC lead. For
John Weinert it was a milestone.
Congratulations are in order to
Weinert and an MAC championship
would be a nice ending to his best
year yet at Bowling Green.

win

because you're playing the clock.
"I just can't say enough about
this team. We did it with something
the stat sheet doesn't show - hustle
and heart.
"They (Miami) did the best of
any team we've played of taking
away what we wanted to do offensively and defensively. But by the
same token I thought we did the
same to them."
Miami coach Darrell Hedric
agreed, and said, "I thought they
def ensed us well. We got hurt on the
one-on-one game - Irish hurt us.
We got a little impatient on offense.
"They (BG) are playing together
and they are well coached."
HEDRIC SAD) he never thought
about the winning streak.
"That's something we let BG
worry about," he said. "That
wasn't on our minds. It's basically
a psych job for Bowling Green."

from p-»1

Faine, who finished with 16
points, said he was bothered in the
first half by the flu that kept him
out of practice Tuesday.
"I felt bad in the first half," he
said. "But I got my second wind in
the second half and Coach Weinert
said I could go as long as I could. It
was a pretty fast paced game.
"We've got some big games
ahead of us. This crowd was just
great. If we play like we can, we
just can't get beat here. Their reaction after that slam was really
nice."
MIAMI (611
Manning 6 3 19. Goln»6 2 14, Lehman M-4
Tubbs 3 0 6, Dunn 7 2 16, Watklns 0-2-2. Llutn
10 2 TOtalt: 26 « 61
BOWLING GREEN (44)
Falne 7-2 la. Irlsn 7-4-1* Mlday 4-4-12,
Barnes 204, Newbern 24», Greer 0 2 2,
Kopystynsky 204. Totals: 24-16-64.

Versatility:
Kemper strives to win
gymnastics triple crown
by Ken Koppal
staff reporter

Baseball's triple crown groups
the three top offensive
categories into a single award.
To earn this honor reflects upon
an athlete's versatility.
Gymnastics, unlike baseball,
is not divided into an offensive
and defensive contest. Yet, the
performer still strives to
achieve the pinnacle of success
that shows versatility.
Bowling Green sophomore
Karin Kemper is currently
working towards becoming her
team's most versatile performer.
In eight meets this season,
Kemper has finished among the
top three in the all-around
competition six times.
The score for the all-around is
tabulated by adding together the
marks of four events-the vault,
uneven bars, beam and floor. It
is a gifted athlete who is capable
of executing four well-rehearsed
routines and winning all-around
category.
Aside from being able to
handle the four exercises,
Kemper also performs consistently. Her all-around scores
have stayed within the 31.5-32.5
range, enough to win that
competition three times.
"She never seems to have a
real bad day," BG coach
Charles Simpson remarked
about Kemper. "She is consistently turning in good
scores."
It's no accident that the
elementary education major is
being awarded high scores.
Gymnastics have been a part of
Kemper's life for the last 13
years.
"I'VE BEEN in gymnastics
since I was seven years old,"
Kemper said. "It's become part
of my life. Some girlfriends back
home got me interested in it and
I took a course in acrobatics.
■"From there I went to the
YMCA and joined the gymnastics team. I competed there
until ninth grade, then competed
my freshman year in high school
until I was a senior."

The constant hard work of
Kemper also paid off in high
school as she captured the allaround title in 27 of 28 high
school meets, winning three
consecutive high school sectional all-around titles.
These performances earned
her recognition that was
parlayed into scholarship offers
from Indiana State, Alabama
and Indiana, however, Kemper
chose BG because she "liked
Coach," a decision neither she
nor Simpson regret.
"She's a top-notch gymnast as
far as I'm concerned," Simpson
said. "Naturally, she's talented.
She works real hard and has
tremendous desire. She's got a
lot of potential that hasn't been
touched on yet."
That potential Is beginning to
surface as Kemper has
dramatically raised her scores
from last season.
"Last year when I came in,
Coach (Simpson) had to work
with me a lot," Kemper said.
"College competition was all
new to me. It was a lot more
dedication and hard work than
high school was."
Kemper has now adjusted to
what is expected of her OP the
collegiate level.
"I WORK hard at what I do,"
she said. "I like to compete so
it's not like a job. The one thing I
have going for me is consistency. All through high school
my coach depended on me for
my consistency.
"That's important because in
competition, it's hard to depend
on certain people under
pressure.
"My favorite event is the
balance beam," said Kemper,
who will next compete Saturday
at Miami. "It always has been.
It's a challenge for me. It's the
hardest of all events."
Kemper has rolled up two first
places and one second on the
beam and one first place and a
second on the floor this year.
"She'll probably disagree with
me, but she's not afraid,"
Simpson said. "When she has to
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Karin Kemper
do it, she goes for it, and in
gymnastics, that's very important."
"This year my routines are a
lot more difficult in some
aspects," the one-year letter
winner said. "Coach has helped
me tremendously on everything,

especially my bars. I wouldn't
have learned half the things if it
wasn't for my confidence in his
spotting ability.
"There's always a doubt in
your mind, but you don't think
about it. I try not to worry about
things that I might not make."

Falcon, Western icers battle for CCHA playoff spot
by Oava Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

Which team has more incentive,
Bowling Green or Western
Michigan?
The Falcons enter this weekend's
hockey series at the Ice Arena with
a 5-7 Central Collegiate Hockey
Association record and in fourth
place in the league. The Broncos
are one game behind BG with a 4-8
league mark. The top four teams in
the CCHA make the playoffs.
Northern Michigan leads the
CCHA at 11-1 while Ohio State
has a 9-3 mark. Ferris State occupies third place with a 6-6 record.
Ferris entertains NMU this
weekend and if the Bulldogs are
swept by Northern and BG sweeps
Western, the Falcons could move
into third spot. If WMU sweeps two
and the Bulldogs lose two, both
teams would be tied for third.

"THIS IS a very pivotal series
for us," BG coach Jerry York said.
"It gets redundant to say it but
there is no other way to phrase it. I
think both of our clubs are equal in
talent and I think both our teams
are better than Ferris."
Last week BG split a series with
Ferris, losing the first game 6-1
and coming back to win Saturday,
6-4. Western split a series with
Lake Superior, losing 6-1 and
winning 9-5.
The Broncos had 27 shots on
LSSC goalie Murray Skinner in the
first period of Friday's game but
only scored once. WMU outshot the
Lakers 53-28 in the game. In the
second game, WMU's Kevin Scott
scored four goals, tying a school
record.
BG and the Broncos split a series
earlier in the season at Kalamazoo
with Western winning the first
game 4-3 and BG coming back to

win the second contest 6-4.
Western coach Glen Weller said
that with only six league games left
after this weekend, this series is a
"must win" for his team if they are
to have a chance to make the
playoffs.
"To a certain degree we're back
at the same point we were a week
ago and that makes this a very
important series," Weller said.
"The hard part it going into their
arena, especially since we've
played all but one of our games in
the last month on the road."
WMU HAS home series left with
Ohio State and Northern and a
home-away series with Ferris. The
Falcons go on the road the next two
weeks for series against Northern
and Lake Superior before returning home to finish the regular
season against OSU.
York said he will stick with the
same lines that played in

Tuttle 's free throw sinks Miami
by Rob Bouklssen
Staff reporter

How sweet it is!
Just when it really counted with
a state tournament berth at stake,
against a team that has won five in
a row and who has been the only
Ohio team to defeat Ohio State
since 1971, and in front of their
biggest crowd this season, Bowling
Green's women's basketball team
defeated Miami, 57-53, last night at
Anderson Arena.
Falcon center Chris Tuttle, after
having set out most of the second
half, came in and took control
when, with one minute left in the
game, hit the front end of a oneand-one to put BG up 54-53.
MIAMI'S Carol Bruning was then
fouled but missed her shot in the
bonus with 42 seconds left. The
Redskins were 17 of 20 from the line
with two of those misses coming in

the crucial final seasons.
On the rebound, Tuttle was
fouled and this time she hit both
pressure-packed free throws to pad
the Falcon's margin.
Miami's leading scorer, Mary
Ann Meyers with 17, was then
fouled, and with 18 seconds
remaining, missed her only
free throw out of six on the night.
BG's
Deanne
Knoblauch
followed with an insurance free
throw to ice the victory for BG, its
fifth, and most important,in 20
games.
THIS WAS a big win for us," an
elated BG coach Kathy Bole said.
"We had a little trouble finding the
basket in the first half (36 percent),
but we played well overall at both
endsofthBCHrt."
The statistics prove Bole's
statement true as BG forced Miami
into 28 turnovers and a dismal 31
percent from the field.

The Falcon's also outrebounded
Miami, 48-38, led by substitute
center Sue Pokelsek's 15 rebounds,
Sue Cowman's 12 and Turtle's 10.
"Pokelsek is one of our tallest
players, but she is one of the first
players to go on the floor for a loose
ball," Bole said.
OTHERS contributing to the
victory were sharpshooter Melissa
Chase, who had 15 points, and
Richter, who added 14.
The game, which was tied 10
times, greatly enhanced BG's
chance to be invited to the state
tournament. Bole said, since the
Falcon's record is not that impressive.
"They look at your record and
the competition you play against,"
she said. "Our record obviously
isn't that impressive, but we've
played a tough schedule."

tarn

Tuesday's 54 win over the Polish
Olympic team. Yves Pelland will
center Chris Guertin and Brian
MacLellan while Don McLaughlin
will be at center for George
McPhee and Tom Newton. Brian
Hills, Tim Alexander and Andy
Crowther will form another line
while Kim Collins, Doug Olson and
Derek Arzoomanian are another
combination.
"THE LINES seem to be
stabilizing," York said. "Donny
McLaughlin has added spark to his
line and Brian MacLellan had a

good game Tuesday against the
Poles."
York said Steve Dawe will miss
the series, still being bothered with
a shoulder injury. Defenseman
Ron Megan is questionable for the
series after injuring his leg in last
Saturday's pre-game warm-ups.
Wally Charko will get the call in
the nets for Friday's game with
Mike David scheduled for the
second game. Charko has a 4.72
goals against average. David has a
4.00 average.
Rosa

Fitzpatrick

leads

the

Broncos in scoring with 22 goals
and 27 assists for 49 points. Terry
Olson is second with 17 goals and 28
assists for 45 points.
WMU goaltender Steve Abbott
has a 5.64 goals against average in
the CCHA while teammate Jim
Doyle has a 4.14 g.a.a. in the
league.
Hills leads the Falcons in scoring
with 13 goals and 13 assists for 26
points after a two goal, two assist
series against FSC. Alexander and
Pelland have 25 points, both with 11
goals and 14 assists.

THE WELL" IS OPEN!
NOW. WHY NOT JOIN OUR
STAFF & BECOME
APES ADVISOR?
YOU CfiN DO SO BY TAKING:

Peer counselingThe well"
HCS440
4 credits
Time: 6:00-10:00 p.m
Wednesday

open to Junior? and Sophomores and to Brad
students under a different course number)

Before you register, contact
Dr. Steven Feinberg 2-2081
Ms. joni Reed 2-2271
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How to finagle for cash
As most of us have experienced.
asking parents for money can be
difficult. They tend to aak irrelevant
questions like "What happened to
the money I sent you last week?"
Sometimes they get mad, or even
worse, they give subtle hints about
earning money like "Why don't you
get a job, for Heaven's sake?" After
several years of trial and error, I
have discovered that the best
method of getting money from
Mom and Oad Is not to ask for It.
I have prepared a letter that has
been vary successful for me. Just
cut it out and sign It. I guarantee
that you will get results within 10
days:
DEAR MOM AND DAD,
Hello, how are you? This Is not a
letter asking for money. Honest. I
just wanted to know how evryone is
doing at our nice warm house. They
turned the heat off In our apartment
because we could not pay the bill,
but we are not freezing because we
keep a bonfire going in the living
, room.
Thanks for sending me those
cookies. They were delicious. It
was nice to have food for a change.

Editor
Assistant Editors
Design
Business Manager
Editorial Assistants

Read the
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BG DATING GAME

WED. FEB 13th 7:00 p.m.

SIDE DOOR OF UNION
50« admission
Applications for contestants in UAO office^
Sign-up now for a mystery
date with the girl of your dreams.

[CHARUFS'"
% Open Sunday

BLIND PIC
formerly Fox's Den

I
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MOTIVATION"

Sandwich Specials I2:00pm-2:30am
serving
t Piping Pig Ham and CHeese
row beer
y crazy steer Meat Pies corn Beef
soft drinks

®iyjti ©If $<mm
by Missy Tomko
Kroger's is having a sale on
macaroni and cheese, four for a
dollar, and I might sell one of my
books to buy some.
I hope everyone at home is In
good health. I came down with a
bad cold last week that has turned
into malaria, but the doctor said I
should be up and around In a month
or two. I would probably recuperate
faster If I could eat while the time
passes, but we cannot have
everything now, can we? My diet is
going great. I am down to 97
pounds now. It's funny how I am
not even hungry anymore.
IF YOU TALK to Grandma, tell
her I said. "HI." I would write to her,
but I am trying to budget -my
money, and I can't blow it all on a
stamp.
I had a really good time last
weekend. My friends all went to sea

that new movie out now, but I
stayed home and cleaned the
apartment. This did not take too
long because we used most of the
furniture In the bonfire.
I have been reading a lot lately
since they repossessed our
television. I never knew how much I
had been missing. I read the back of
all the empty cereal boxes before I
threw them Into the fire.
I HAVE ALSO been getting a lot
of sleep. Since we have no electricity I usually go to bed some time
after sunset. This Is good because
it gives me leas time to think about
food and the cold. Is It true that
people get very sleepy before they
freeze to death?
Well, I must end this letter
because I want to study a little
before it gets dark. Don't try to call
me because the phone has been
disconnected. However, I would
enjoy receiving some mail from you
If you have time to write to me.
Packages and canned goods will
also be accepted.
Love and take care,
(sign
here)

Eighty's films forecasted
HOLLYWOOD AP - The holiday
blockbusters have been duly launched,
and now the film companies are settling back for the quiet days before summer.
The movie business gets more and
more seasonal as the years go by, the
major product jamming theaters In
December and summer. That leaves a
lot of months when the supply Is lean.
On the plus side, these months also
provide the chance for a breakthrough
by unexpected hits like Love at First
8/fe and Hallow—n.
With a few exceptions, the film fare
for the first six months of 1980 appears modest In ambition and scope,
with the accent on comedy and terror.
The major exception Is The Empire
Strikes Back, the much-awaited sequel
to Sfar Wars.
The big thing in the coming season
la Comedy, with a capital C. Romantic

comedies, action comedies, satrlcal
comedies - you name It. Among them:
Little Miss Marker. Walter Matthau,
Julie Andrews and Bob Newhart in the
fourth reworking of the Damon Runyon
fable.
The Last Married Couple In America,
domestic comedy with Natalie Wood.
George Segal, Dom DeLulse, etc.
SIMON, with Alan Arkln and
Madeline Kahn, written and directed by
Marshall Brlckman.
Wholly Moses, Old Testament comedy with Dudley Moore 10 and Laraine
Newman Saturday Night Live.
Thrillers are the second most plentiful product for the first half of 1980.
Among them: Night ol the Juggler,
James Brolln; Windows, Tails Shire;
The Watcher In the Woods, Bette
Davis, Lynn Holly Johnson; Deefh Ship,
Richard Crenna, George Kennedy; The
Fog, Janet Leigh, Hal Holbrook.

LOCAL TAIBiT NIGHT
TrWRS ft FH. FB. 7 ft 8 8-12 pJI.
SIDE DOOR OF THE UNION
.50* ADMISSION
PERFORMERS: Thursday, February 7, 1980
8:00 pjn
Dan Brahier
10:00 pjn
Chris Collier
9:00 pm.... Jerry Ruland 11:00 p.m
Ben OsbomeJ
Missy Foster and Tom Gorman
Friday, February 8,1980
8:00 p.m
Mike Kermey 10:00 p.m
Michael Greer
9:00 pm. . Larry Marvar 11.00 pm
Ronda Moritz
and Keley Bosecker
and John Husband
:
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Rocky goes for
the title again
byF.L.CaroHo
It's fairy-tale time in Philly. Again.
Rocky Balboa, thai lovable lunkhead from Mickey's
Gym, returns to the screen tor an apocalyptic rematch
with Apollo Creed in Rocky II, this weekend's UAO
Campus Film at 7 and 9:30 p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday. Fans of the original Rocky may rest assured:
this movie is more of the same.
In fact. Rocky II Is a remarkably successful sequel.
Before the opening credits even cross the screen, we
are treated to a reprise of the climactic battle between
Rocky and Apollo from the earlier film, a sort of
Rooky's "greatest hits." For the next hour and a half
the changes in Rocky's life resulting from his brief tum
in the spotlight are dramatized in a series of sincere, if
somewhat cliched, scenes. But even though he gets
his girl and makes more money than he's ever had, life
does not sail on smoothly for Rocky.
AS A RESULT of economic pressure and taunts to
his pride. Rocky Is forced into an unwanted rematch
with Apollo. The second fight is the real heart of the
story. The movie comes alive in its last half hour as
Rocky decides to go all out for a win over the champ.
The stirring brass of the "Theme From Rocky"
washes over the soundtrack as the fighter begins his
training in earnest. The familiar scenes of rigorous
conditioning In the gym and a triumphal run through
the streets of Philadelphia are replayed with only minor
changes - the most notable being that the now-famous
Rocky is accompanied on his run by what looks like
every available urchin in town. And then the Big Fight
itself.
All of the principle characters, and some minor ones
as well, are recreated by the actors who originated the
roles. Sylvester Stallone turns In another creditable
performance as Rocky. Stallone wrote and directed the
movie; he remains surprisingly consistent with both
the detail and the spirit of the first film.
Station's acting (and his ego) leave a lot to be
desired. But there is no denying the Immense vitality of
both Rocky movies: they move and, like it or not,
you're swept along with them. A large part of this effect
arises because we, the audience, know fight films at
least as well as the movie makers.
WE MAY NOT remember that it was Kirk Douglas

In a snowstorm In the Philadelphia Zoo, Rocky Balboa
to Adrian (TALI A SHIRE) in Rocky n.
in Champion (1949), or John Garfleld in Body and Soul
(1947) or William Holden in Golden Boy (1939) - to
name only three classics of this genre -- but we know
the story. Poor/disadvantaged/vlctimized young
fighter on the make shows promise; he is taken over by
crusty-but-lovable old timer/former fighter who trains
him hard for the Big Fight; hero's girl protests but
gives In on the eve of the bout; he takes a terrific
beating from the champ/villian but earns victory In the
end, often with a murderous-yet-miraculous punch in
the last round.
It's a foolproof formula: It even worked for Tony
Curtisd) in The Square Jungle (1956). Rocky (1976) and
Rocky II (1979) are simply the latest in a long line of

Photo courtesy united Artists
(SYLVESTER STALLONE) proposes marriage

success stories in boxing trunks.
Fight films live or die with the Big Fight which
climaxes most of them. Rocky II is no exception, but it
does have a unique problem. How can it possibly top
the match that ended Rocky? The outcome is never
seriously in doubt: After winning a moral victory in the
first movie, there is only one kind of victory left for the
second. The issue then becomes one of showing
"Superfight II." Without revealing just how Stallone
(the director) resolves this quandry - and he's not
entirely successful - it is still fair to say that the bout
is suitably cataclysmic. The sound effects, as well as
the punches, are stunning.
Rocky II is solid, if not stimulating, entertainment.

WBGU campaigns to create new campus image
by Joe Barrett
"We eventually hope to become a competing news force with The BQ News,
WBGU-FM general manager Dave Phillips
says. He said recently that the station is
attempting to create a new Image.
"We have the advantage of being an instantaneous medium. We want people to
see us as another source of news."
Phillips said.
Though Phillips acknowledges that
WBGU is an "alternative listening
source," the problem of recent years has
been Internal. WBGU was a member ol
National Public Radio and was receiving
network programs until 1975, when WGTE
of Toledo took the NPR license for the
area. Instead of having paid University
faculty run the station, WBGU became
volunteer work for students.
"DISC JOCKEYS' programs became
self-centered. We are trying to broaden
the scope of what it mean* to be on the
air," Phillips says.
The main reason for this campaign Is
the lack of listeners. "Our problem is that
students often don't know we exist, and
when they do tum us on, they might hear
something they don't like, and turn us off
forever," Phillips says. He adds that peo-

ple do not realize that WBGU plays
everything from jazz and light rock to reggae and soul.
So WBGU is campaigning to create a
new image, since most students don't
even know it exists, he adds.
THE FIRST step of the campaign Is called "Warm Up With Us." For two weeks
which started Feb. 4, WBGU's staff has
been selling coffee and donuts in Univer-

news show premiered two weeks ago called "Bowling Green on Tap." The show
airs Saturdays at 6 p.m.
PHILLIPS describes it as being a 60
Minutes type format. The program deals
with issues "you can't cover in a fiveminute newscast," explains Neil
Schindler, WBGU News Director.
Schlndler says the show is divided in
two parts: A documentary on topics that

'We have the advantage of being an instantaneous medium. We want people
to see us as another source of news.'
sity Hall. The idea is to get students to
realize WBGU is there, and inform them of
the types of music it plays, Phillips says.
Secondly, there will be a contest to
design a new logo for the station. It will be
open to all, but professors who teach
design classes will be encouraged to
make It a required project.
Programs have also been going at the
station prior to this campaign. A weekly

are important to the University and the city and an Interview with an important person. Yolanda King was featured two
weeks ago.
In the future, Schlndler says, the show
will go to the community for callers in a
talk-show format.
ANOTHER MAJOR project has also
been the upgrading and expansion of the

news department, for which Phillips says
he has high hopes. He emphasized a
higher concentration of journalistic news
as opposed to the "rip 'n' read" (reading
unadulterated wire copy) type of news
that the station has used in the past.
Schindler adds that the station will be
producing more morning news, and more
state and national news, written by experienced students. In the planning
stages' is a lighter side of the news
feature.
Phillips seems to think that the most
visible part of the production will be the
program guide.
"The idea is to have something stuck
right in their faces." he says.
WBGU PUBLISHEO one issue of the
program guide in the summer of 1978. but
the new guide will be "ongoing and consistent," says Phillips.
The guide, which will debut in February
"...will be only a simple calendar-type
such as a bookmark or a poster." says
Phillips.
Next quarter the station will publish a
monthly guide describing actual program
formats, possibly to be put in mailboxes.
Phillips emphasizes that this kind of
project depends on students and community support.
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'Bad Boy'

Gordon lives the '50s
by Mike Guaulette
The first indication of what any Robert Gordon album
is like is the cover. On his latest. Bad Boy. Gordon
stands in front of a pink background decked out in
baggy black pants held up by a skinny brown belt and a
white shirt with its narrow collar turned up. His face is
locked into a surly look of defiance bordering on a
sneer. The entire outfit is topped by three inches of
pompadour protruding like a crown from his head.
Gordon has been miscast as an Elvis Presley impersonator, and some people have gone so far as to suggest he personifies what "The King" would be like today
had he not messed up his life with drugs, fried peanut
butter sandwiches, a stint In the Army and endless roles
in a succession of B movies. The RCA executive who
decided to sign Gordon after Private Stock Records (his
previous label) folded didn't have to work overtime to
come up with the Idea (Just like the Capitol Records
employee who replaced the Beatles with the Raspberries a few years back).
While his voice is the same warm baritone as
Presley's, Gordon's often takes on the phrasing and intonations of a number of other rockabilly artists he
emulates. He does a fair Gene Vincent and Roy Orbison,
and his version of Conway Twitty's "It's Only Make
Believe" on last year's floe* Billy Boogie was more than
enough to dispel the Elvis impersonator myth.

material from a musical era Gordon is so much a part of
(spiritually, at least): the '50s and the early '60's. The
recordings are, of course, light years better than the
originals, and there are enough nuances to make the
material sound as if it were his own.
THE DIFFERENCE between Gordon and fellow '50s
aficionados like Sha Na Na Is In the approach: While the
latter merely parodies the material, the former actually
lives it. I'd be willing to bet Gordon doesn't take off the
baggy black pants and white narrow-collared shirt at
the end of the day.
Whether Gordon's ideas always work Is questionable.
The sense of bravado he instills in his interpretation of
the title cut negates the boyish, Ricky Nelson-like
charm of the Marty Wilde original. On the other hand, he
downplays the embarassing doo-whop backup vocals
used In the Donnie Owens version of "Need You" and
with the addition of a pedal steel guitar, Gordon has
come up with an immensely improved rendition.

The recordings are...light
years better than the
originals.'

THE HIGHLIGHT has to be Gordon's angstfilled reading of John D. Loudermilk's "Torture." SpedA LOOK AT the titles also indicates what this record ding's playing is restrained and subdued until he wrings
Is all about: Gordon's interpretations of the music he out a short but appropriately anguished solo towards
feels comfortable with and enjoys. Bad Boy boasts 10 the song's end.
His versions of Bill Haley and the Comets' "Crazy,
obscure and not so obscure rockabilly and early rock 'n'
roll classics, rounded out with an appropriate Robert Man, Crazy" (taken at a slightly accelerated tempo) and
Roy Orbison's "Uptown" (no strings on this one) also
Gordon original.
Surprisingly, it is his own composition, "Born To work well.
Bad Boy as a whole amounts to an Interesting proLose," that Gordon sounds least at home with on Bad
Boy. Over a repetitious four note Farf isa organ line, Gor- gram of well-performed material, and since many of the
don delivers an unnecessarily restrained vocal while selections are not readily available In their original verace guitarist Chris Spedding plays an accompaniment sions, it is an album worth owning. While Rock Billy
not unlike something found on an early Sweet record. Boogie is probably your best investment, Bad Boy, and
For the rest of the record, Gordon serves up what are for that matter, any Robert Gordon album, Is by no
essentially note for note remarks of some of the best means a bad one.
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE!!

BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:46 p.m.SHOWTIME 12 MIDNITE

Photo courtesy RCA Records

Pompadourad Robert Gordon's latest album Bad Boy
boasts 10 rockabilly and rock 'n' roll classics
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THE HUMAN ADVENTURE
IS BEGINNING!
NIGHTLY "STARTREK" SHOWING AT 7:30 »n0 9:40 p.m.
SATURDAY "STARTREK" AT 2:00-7:30-9:40 p.m.
SUNDAY SHOWINGS AT 2flCM:10-7:30 AND 9.40 P.U

M»

3RD BIG WEEK!
NIGHTLY AT 7:30, 9:35 p.m.
SAT. AT 2:00-7:30 & 9:38
SUN. AT 2:00-4:05-7:30-9:35

ROBERT
REDFORD
JANE
FONDA

What are
your
chances
of getting
cancer?
Thatched Ibi banntrtej)
in the process (hat C4uilJ
uve your lite.

BREAST CANCER
O Over 40 and have
close relatives who
had breast cancer.
D Had a breast
operation.'

D Have lump or nipple

dltchage.

DOUBU
row

PUASUM®
V..~, §roohe tftylo, feung
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NEED HELP?
244-3728
Call the Community
Chest Information &
Referral Center at

ADUUS
OH*

ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN

Absolutely nivthinu is more
import.int to Mimving cancer
than early detection is
So if yoti checked any
boxes. v«MI should discuss
them with V'l,|r dintor Mtoii.
We want to cure cancer In
your lifetime. But we'll never
do it without your help.

* CCRUMSIA
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"HM1" SHOWING AT
7:30 and 9:35 p.m.

American
Cancer Society %
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Delta Dream Vacations

(Central

TMty to /te bad of rays mi tin bodies
by Janice Xinakes
and
Jail Diver
Imagine the warm troptcal rays of the Florida sun
beating down on your lotion-covered body as salty
waves roll in on the bleached sand.
Then, look out the nearest window at the barren,
snow-covered University grounds.
In 43 days this will no longer be a dream, but a reality
tor many Univesity students who are taking the short
southern migration. For them, it has been dreamed or
planned lor months and even as long as a year.
" If I was 20 years old, I'd be planning to go myself,"
Dr. Joseph Perry, professor of sociology, said.
Perry said he thinks Florida trips relieve students'
tensions.
PERRY TEACHES A course at the University in collective behavior, a sociology that focuses on people In
unstructured or less-structured situations, such as
trips, parties or mobs, he said.
"In sociology, there's a safety value theory which
says that there are times and occurences when the
rules are relaxed, where people do things that are
generally unacceptable, and these things have a way of
releasing a lot of tension," Perry explained.
He added that relieving the tensions makes
"students feel like coming back" for spring quarter.
"IT (THE TRIP) releases my tensions because I have
complete freedom, no time schedule or parents or

classes to attend," sophomore Clndle Scott, who plans
on going to Ft. Lauderdale, said.
Scott is among the 16 students interviewed by The
BQ News Revue on their plans for spring break, March
20-31. Eight students said they are going to various
places In Florida, Including Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona and
Clearwater. Of the eight students not going to Florida,
three will be sklling in Colorado or Lake Tahoe, three
working and three with no planned trips.
Why do the students go to the land of sunshine and
palm trees?

"Florida Fling" raffle for the Wood County Hospital
Heart Fund. First prize includes a free three-day trip to
Ft. Lauderdale and hotel accommodations.
The drawing will be on Feb. 23, and students can buy
tickets up to the drawing. Last year, Alpha Phi broke the
record for philanthropy projects at the University with a
$2,000 total, Bedell said.
The Union Activities Organization has also sponsored
a March 22-29 trip to Florida. Of the 84 spaces available
on the bus to Daytona, 79 are taken for the $249 excursion.

JUNIOR CINDY CODNEY said she goes every year to
Florida "to walk on the beaches, watch the sunset,
check out the excellent bodies on the beaches and soak
up some rays."
Sophomore Rick Lorenzen said he goes every year to
the Daytona beaches "to see female sapiens, bikinis,
people all over and get Into it along with the drinking."
Representlves of three fraternities and sororities
were also Interviewed.

IN ADDITION, UAO is sponsoring a tup to the
Bahamas at the same time and can lake an unlimited
number of students.
"Everyone should go (to Florida): it's the time of your
life. Where else do you see so many kids our age go so
crazy?" Lorenzen said.
But all students cannot be a part of the caravan to
Florida. The dilemma was simply summed up by one
student who said he had "no funds" for any trip.

BOB CSUHRAN, assistant treasurer of the Sigma Chi
fraternity, said 30-40 guys are going to either Daytona or
Ft. Lauderdale areas for "the sun, fun and girls."
All the fraternities and sororities interviewed said
that groups from their houses are going to Florida.
"The closest friends are your sisters and brothers and
you want to be with them when you go to Florida,"
junior Cindy Bedell, philanthropy chairman of the Alpha
Phi sorority, said.
Alpha Phi
Is
sponsoring, with McDonalds, a

BUT THE COST of transportation and stayover in
Florida might surprise some students who have never
taken the excursion or might still be considering to go.
A student has several traveling alternatives including
bus, plane, train or car. In the interviews, six students
said they are driving, while the other two are taking a
plane.
Sophomore Patty Chill said she is driving seven of her
friends to Ormond Beach in Daytona. She said the car
continued on page 6
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continued from page 5
pooling will hopehillt viii ijas expenses.
THE AAA AUTO club ol Wood County. 414 E. Wooster
St.. said lull-service gas prices in Florida range from
regular at SI.07. premium at $1.13 and unleaded at
$1.11 The self-service runs from regular at $1.04.
premium at $1.10 and unleaded at $1.08.
For $96.50 a person can ride one way on a Greyhound
bus to either Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale in 26 hours from
the Bowling Green station at 425 E. Wooster St. There
are six departure times available, and the fare remains
the same whether departure is from Bowling Green or
Cleveland.
If the student doesn't mind a two-day haul and a
layover in New York, the Amtrak railways station. Central Union terminal. 415 Emerald St., in Toledo provides
trips to Daytona and Ft Lauderdale. Prices range from
$154 to $283. depending on destination and seating.
FOR THE STUDENT considering taking a plane to
Florida, three airlines make daily trips to Florida from
Toledo Express Airport. 241 Superior St.: Eastern. Air
Florida and Delta.
Travel agent Beth Ketner of Air Florida said openings
are still available for all flights to Florida in mid-March
to mid-April. The least expensive Air Florida flight is to
Tampa or Miami only on Saturdays for $150. round trip.
Travel agent Donna Johnson of Delta Air Lines said
Flights to Florida from mid-March to mid-April are
tremendously full." Delta flies to 10 cities in Florida
and has "super-saver" fares that are limited in number.

BO News Revue
BOTH DELTA and Eastern airline fares are comparable, ranging from $168 to $338 a person, once again
depending on day. seating and whether It is a
"super-saver" flight.
Travel agent Janet Clemons of Eastern said that
Florida flights are not completely booked from midMarch to mid-April but that depends on the particular
day.
All three airlines stressed that students wanting to
take a flight to Florida should make reservations as
soon as possible. Some people have had reservations
for as long as a year.
HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS are still available In
Daytona but are very scarce in Ft. Lauderdale, one hotel
spokesman said. Prices of the three hotels polledHoward Johnsons, the Ramada Inn and the Quality Innrange from $30-$50 a day for two persons and $4$10 extra a day for each extra person.
"It's crazy if you go to the east coast of Florida
because it is packed. So the best place to make reserva-
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tions would be on the west coast, where they have not
yet been fully booked," said AAA travel consultant Debbie Morelock
How many students are really going to Florida? It
would be next to impossible to survey but In interviews
with three area restaurant managers, two said they
noticed a decrease in the number of students taking off
from their jobs to go to Florida.
DR. LEO NAVIN, professor of economics, said the impact of inflation on students may influence them not to
go to Florida.
Navin added with a laugh that the lessened severity
of this winter also may have geared students away from
the annual bout with "cabin fever" or the feeling of being trapped indoors.
"I don't feel quite as penned up as I did last year," he
said.
Unless cold and snow Is your "cup of tea", how can
you resist the alluring temptations of the "Sunshine
State."

The Toledo Museum ot Art

Come see
Rembrandt
Leonardo
Gainsborough
Reynolds
Poussin
Diirer
Raphael
Velasquez

THE METER ROOM
aftfie

Dixie Electric Co
(NOW HAS UVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY!!
ALONG WITH EXCELLENT
FOOD AND DRINK

this weekend features

Treasures from

CHATSWORTH
The Devonshire Inheritance
January 27-March 2
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Moriti and John Husband will
perform.

Sunday.

Doctoral student! In organ
performance from the Unlver
sity ot Michigan will feature
Mtectlom by Bach tomorrow
at I p.m. In the Organ Seminar
Room. Musical Art* Canter.
The performance It tree and
open to everyone.
String base soloist, Gary
Carr. called the "greatest llv
Ing string bast virtuoso In the
country" by critics, will parform with the University Symphony Orchestra on Sunday at 3
p.m. as part of the Kobecher
Hall Dedication Series. Tickets
are » tor adults, si (or
students. Tickets may be pur
chased at the Musical Arts Box
office JTM1M or at the door on

Four
pianists,
three
vocalists, a saxophonist and a
brats trio, all graduate
students of the university will
perform pieces by famous com
posers In Bryan Hall. Musical
Arts Center, at I p.m Sunday.
The performance Is free and
open to everyone.
The UAO Coffeehouse will
. feature local talent today and
tomorrow starting at t p.m. at
the Side Door of the union Ad
mission It SO cents. Today Dan
Brehier. Jerry Ruiand, Chris
Collier. Ben Osborne. Missy
Foster and Tom Gorman will
perform. Tomorrow Mike Kenny. Larry Marvar, Kellyl
Boseker. Mike Greer, Rhonda

YhMtt*
"Murder at the Howard
Johnsons", « corned it love
story filled with murder plot*,
will be presented at the
Westgate Dinner Theater.
Prices tor dinner and show
tickets vary tor the night of the
performance. Call 537 IMi for
details.
The Dinner Theater Is
located In the Westgate Shopp
Ing Canter at the corner of West
Central and Secor Reads, lust
OH I 475 at Exit 17
Samuel Backoff** "Waiting
for Godot" will be presented by
the Ohio State University's
School of Theater touring com

pony. Stage Three at I p.m
Saturday in the Bryen Recital
Hell of the Musical Arts Center
Tickets art 50 cents for
students and SI tor adults and
go an sale at 7 p.m.
Stage Three, a group of third
year graduate students, will
also conduct theater workshops
in voice, stage combat, ranaar
sal techniques and stage
movements on Saturday. The
workshop starts at I p.m. in
university Hall and Is free and
open to those who registered.

ram
Sylvester Stallone boxes with
the champ again In "Rocky II".
the UAO weekend movie,
replacing "The Deer Hunter."
It will be shown at 7 and 9:30

•I*

MONDAY NIGHT
FEBRUARY 11th

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

p m tomorrow and Saturday m
the Main Auditorium, universi
ty Hall. Tickets era Si with a
University ID .
Tonight, the "Yellow Sub
marine", complete with
Beatles' music, will be shown
as part of the UAO "Art of
Animation Film Festival"
Free to students, it will be
shown In 230 Math Sciences
Bidg. at • p.m.
if you are intu explicit MM
and extreme gore, "Andy
Warhol's Frankenstein", a
modern X re ted version of the
classic film will be shown el
midnight tomorrow and Setur
day in the Main Auditorium.
University Hall Tickets ara SI
with University ID and proof
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th.>t fou -ir«. Is
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it's e perta>< /ou don't heve to
be an athlete to join in the
festivities ot the Student
Recreation Center's first *tar
birthday party Starting et 9
em on Saturday, there will be
games, contests, door prires.
mm* sports tournaments, live
bands and even e giant birth
day cake to be eaten
An an end culture exhibit
called "The Wall of Blackness
Display" will be featured in the
Ameni Room, Northeast Com
mons, as a Black history Month
Event. The display wilt be open
from 6 p.m. until midnight on
Sunday and is free and open to
everyone.

(^VALENTINE'S
DAY
HAPPY HOURS
KISSING BOOTH:
Kissers needed for booth.
Sign-up in UAO office before
noon fnday. Guys and gals
welcome.
FRI. FEB. 8th 2:30-5:00 p.m.
FALCONS NEST OF UNION
FREE WITH I.D.

S

IN CONCERT
at the

Dixie

A
Electric Co.

AatnrsSrOfl Only S2.00

Hurry in!
Just fill out an
entry blank in
our Shady Lady
Lounge. Winner
will be announced
on Valentine's Day.
See you in
The Shady. Lady Lounge

Doors Opei at 8 o'clock

cat PLUG nwsaf

M
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1628 E. Wooster Etowling Gre
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Dixie Electric Co.

WIOTFM 104
AIR GUITAR CONTEST
Remember playing an imaginary guitar to
"Stairway to Heaven," "Dream On," or
I
any of those great Rock-n-Roll Classics;
well, here is your chance to be a STAR!
Pick out your music, practice on your
air guitar, and. . .
_v/

^SfgjSw

WINNER WILL RECEIVE
A YAMAHA GUITAR AND
CASE VALUED OVER $300.

THURSDAY FEB. 7th
DOORS OPEN AT 8 P.M.
CONTESTANTS MUST SIGN-UP AT THE MAIN BAR AT DIXIE,
CALL FOR INFO 874-8649 or 248-3377.
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